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SUMMARY
Considerable tactical advantages are anticipated for combat aircraft able to manoeuvre 
freely at very high angles of attack. Currently, many aircraft are angle of attack 
limited through lack of control power, particularly in yaw. This experimental study 
investigates a novel technique known as Tangential Forebody Blowing which can 
provide control yawing moments at up to and beyond 90° angle of attack.
Tests were performed in the University of Bath 2.1 m x 1.5 m low speed wind tunnel 
using an approximately 6% scale generic combat aircraft model fitted with blowing 
slots in the nose cone. Six component force and moment data was measured for angles 
of attack up to 90° and for a number of different slot geometries and locations. 
Pressure data was measured at three stations on the forebody. The behaviour of the 
blowing jet under quiescent conditions was investigated through a series of flow 
visualisation experiments on a variable geometry slot rig.
Unblown tests on the generic combat aircraft model showed that above 35° angle of 
attack, destabilising yawing moments from asymmetries in the forebody flowfield 
were larger than the control moment available from the rudder. Also, between 20 and 
45° angle of attack, the forebody and LEX flowfields were coupled. This coupling 
increases the complexity of the aircraft response to blowing.
With careful choice of slot location and geometry, low blowing rates (C^=0.008) 
could produce large control yawing moments (Q =0.1) at angles of attack up to 90°. 
However, at very low blowing rates a control reversal developed. Also, slot stall 
occurred at very high angles of attack. Fluid mechanisms are proposed for these 
undesirable phenomena based on visualisation studies of forebody and wall jet flows.
The performance of massflow and momentum based scaling parameters is assessed and 
the feasibility of full scale application of the control device demonstrated.
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A**geom geometric slot area m2
4 effective aerodynamic slot area m2
'W reference area m2
C mean wing chord 0.3 m
cD slot discharge coefficient
Q rolling moment coefficient
c„ pitching moment coefficient
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C> jet momentum coefficient
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k micromanometer calibration constant Pa/V
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M pitching moment Nm
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Mj jet momentum flux N
N yawing moment Nm
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P static pressure N/m2
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P- free stream static pressur N/m2
Ap nozzle pressure difference N/m2
Q free stream dynamic pressure N/m2
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s distance downstream from jet exit plane m
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u,v velocities in x-y coordinate system m/s
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Vm maximum jet velocity m/s
V m half maximum jet velocity m/s
V voltage V
V- voltage output from micromanometer V
Vj jet velocity m/s
vm free stream velocity m/s
V volume flow m3/s
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Good combat aircraft design involves finding a compromise between many conflicting 
requirements, figure 1.1. Between 1950 and 1970, the primary role of combat aircraft 
was perceived to be interception of incoming intruders1. This required a good climb 
rate and a high maximum speed, and could be achieved with a high thrust-to-weight 
ratio and good supersonic aerodynamics. Resulting aircraft, such as the Starfighter and 
F-4 Phantom, often had very high wing loadings and poor low speed/high angle of 
attack aerodynamic characteristics, meaning that they performed badly in close-in 
combat situations2. This was seen as an acceptable trade-off for the improved high 
speed performance since it was believed that future hostile encounters would take 
place at long range with sophisticated air-to-air missiles. Combat experience in 
Vietnam and Korea showed otherwise: high-speed, technologically superior aircraft 
were being lost to less sophisticated aircraft whose only advantage was better low 
speed manoeuvrability. In part response to this, the United States Air Force initiated 
the Light-Weight Fighter Programme, which resulted in the F-16 and F/A-18, both 
highly manoeuvrable fighters.
The next generation of fighter aircraft will need to be as, if not more, manoeuvrable 
than their predecessors, particularly in terms of sustained turn rate and the ability to 
point the fuselage independently of the aircraft trajectory3,4,5. To that end much 
research work is being directed at extending the flight envelope to high, post-stall 
angles of attack, where there are significant performance gains yet to be realised. A 
typical agile manoeuvre for an aircraft with high-alpha capability is the "J" turn, or 
Herbst Manoeuvre6,7, figure 1.2. In this, the aircraft pitches up to a high angle of 
attack, rotates about its velocity vector, then pitches down and accelerates along a new
-1-
heading.
Provision of lateral control at very high angles of attack poses a number of 
challenges8,9. Above about 40° angle of attack, the yawing moment available from the 
rudder is severely limited as it becomes enveloped in the low energy wake of the wing 
and fuselage. Also, asymmetries in the forebody flowfield at high angles of attack can 
lead to the generation of large destabilising side forces on the forebody. This leads to 
a severe deficiency in yaw control power at angles of attack for post-stall 
manoeuvering.
The work described in this thesis focuses on improving combat aircraft agility through 
the development of a novel yaw control method, known as Tangential Forebody 
Blowing. This technique employs the unique attachment and entrainment properties 
of a curved wall jet to control the forebody flowfield and produce yawing moments 
where the rudder is no longer effective.
Previous work relevant to this study is split roughly into two areas:
1) Wall jet fluid dynamics, and
2) Slender Body Aerodynamics.
These are two fundamentally different fields of research and at present there is little 
overlap in the literature. In particular, fluidic devices are often being applied in an 
ad hoc manner through lack of understanding of the basic fluid dynamics involved. 
This has led to experiments where a multitude of configurations have been tested in 
an attempt to "optimize" a particular control.
A key theme in this thesis is the fusion of wall jet fluid dynamics with high angle of 
attack work. In this way, understanding of the flow physics can be used to provide 
sound principles from which an efficient and effective forebody flow control scheme 
can be designed.
At this stage, it is useful to define what is meant by angle of attack. In particular it 
is important to distinguish between aircraft angle of attack and aircraft pitch attitude.
The angle of attack of an aircraft10 is a measure of the ratio of the component of the 
free stream flow aligned with the fuselage axis (w), to the component perpendicular 
to the fuselage axis (w), figure 1.3. At low angles of attack the flow is predominantly 
aligned with the fuselage axis whereas at high angles of attack, approaching 90°, the 
flow is predominantly perpendicular to the fuselage axis. Aircraft pitch attitude relates 
to the orientation of the aircraft relative to the gravity vector (or horizon) and has no 
direct bearing on the aircraft aerodynamics. To an observer on the ground, it is very 
difficult to distinguish between angle of attack and pitch attitude of a manoeuvering 
aircraft, and it is often incorrectly assumed that the angle of attack is the observed 
pitch angle.
The numerical value of what is considered to be a high angle of attack has steadily 
increased as aircraft technology has improved. During the F-4 Phantom era 
(1960-1970) the controllable angle of attack range was up to about 20* and aggressive 
manoeuvring at angles of attack above this was likely to lead to a departure from 
controlled flight. The F-16 and F/A-18 introduced in the 1970’s were controllable up 
to about 40° angle of attack, though problems due to severe airframe buffeting at 
angles of attack below this have limited the operational usefulness of the extended 
alpha range. Today there are a number of research programmes involving the X-29, 
X-31 and F-18 HARV vehicles11,12,13 which actively explore even higher angles of 
attack, up to 70°. Impressive displays at recent airshows by the Su-27 and MiG-2914 
have demonstrated a rapid pitch-up manoeuvre, known as the Cobra, actually going 
beyond 90°. Similarly, at the 1993 Dubai Aerospace and Defense Exhibition the Su-35 
demonstrated a manoeuvre known as the Hook in which the angle of attack is rapidly 
increased to approximately 90* during a highly banked turn15. In a combat situation, 
this could greatly improve the aircraft’s firing opportunities.
1.2 JET FLUID DYNAMICS
1.2.1 Overview
In this section the fluid dynamics of jets is examined, with the aim of providing a 
basis from which pneumatic devices used to control slender body flows may be 
understood. The simplest case of a free jet is considered first. This is then followed 
by a discussion of plane wall jets, i.e. a free jet with a solid boundary at its 
centreline. Finally, the relatively complex behaviour of curved wall jets is explored.
1.2.2 Two-Dimensional Free Jet
A sketch of a two-dimensional free jet issuing into quiescent (i.e. stationary) 
surroundings is shown in figure 1.4. As the jet develops in a streamwise direction, 
shear stresses at the edges of the jet induce mixing between the jet and the 
surroundings, leading to entrainment of fluid into the jet. This causes a reduction in 
the average velocity of the jet and an increase in the jet width.
Typical velocity profiles for a free jet are shown in figure 1.5. For a fully developed 
(i.e. fully turbulent) jet the profiles are self-similar, i.e.
—  = F
V '
1.1
This result was first given by Prandtl16. Determination of the actual shape of the 
velocity profiles requires assumptions to be made about the variation of turbulent 
shearing stress through the flow. The first such solution was given by Tollmien using 
Prandtl’s mixing length theory17. A simpler solution was developed by Gortler16 who 
assumed that the eddy viscosity (i.e. the effective viscosity of the fluid under turbulent 
conditions) was constant across the flow at each longitudinal station.
The Reynolds number of a free jet is defined as
Re. -  (1.2)
where x  denotes a distance downstream of the jet exit. Transition to turbulence 
typically occurs at Reynolds numbers above 7x104.
1.2.3 Plane Wall Jet
By placing a solid surface along the centreline of a fully developed free jet, a 
turbulent plane wall jet is created18, figure 1.6. This consists of an outer layer with 
a velocity profile similar to that of a free jet {duldy negative) and a much thinner, 
inner layer with a velocity profile similar to that of a boundary layer (dildy positive). 
The layer closest to the wall is largely governed by viscous forces, in contrast to the 
outer layer, which is driven by inertial forces. The ratio between the thickness of 
these two layers is determined by the jet Reynolds number, which in this case is 
defined as
Rgj = “-(y^-yjp (1 .3)
This is similar to the definition of Reynolds number for a boundary layer, except in 
the boundary layer case, the boundary layer displacement thickness is used as the 
length scale.
A low Reynolds number for a wall jet signifies a thick inner layer.
The growth rate of a wall jet is reduced compared to that of the equivalent free jet. 
This is due to suppression of turbulent mixing processes in the vicinity of the wall.
1.2.4 Curved Wall jets
1.2.4.1 General Description
Plane wall jets are a special, simple case in the more general group of curved wall 
jets, figure 1.7. Curvature of the wall has two important effects:
1) A pressure gradient is created perpendicular to the streamlines in the jet 
(assuming they are curved by the presence of the wall), and
2) the turbulent intensity of the jet is modified.
For the case of a jet flowing over a convex wall, a strong surface suction is created 
and the turbulence is greatly increased. The surface suction enables the jet to remain 
attached to a highly divergent surface contour and the increase in turbulence increases 
the rate at which the surrounding fluid is entrained. These two effects are commonly 
known as the Coanda Effect, after Henry Coanda, who used the special properties of 
curved wall jet flows in a number of patented mixing devices in the 1930’s19. The 
Coanda effect has been used to advantage in many aeronautical applications where 
control of flow separation is required. These include jet flap installations20, circulation 
control aerofoils2122, control of wind tunnel boundary layers23, drag reduction on bluff 
bodies such as road vehicles24, and the control of vortical flow on delta wings by 
leading edge blowing25’26.
The definition of jet Reynolds number for a curved wall jet is given by
Re, -  V^ P <1-4)
J P
from ref 16.
Note that in this case the length scale is defined as the root of the product of the slot 
height, h, and the wall radius r. This definition is only applicable to flows with
appreciable curvature, i.e. r<  < oo. it is not clear how to resolve this difficulty. One 
solution might be to define the length scale relative to some growth/thickness 
parameter of the jet, which in turn is related to the wall radius.
A low jet Reynolds number is associated with a thin, low velocity jet developing over 
a highly curved surface.
From hereafter, all references to jet Reynolds number are based on the curved wall 
jet definition given in equation 1.4.
1.2.4.2 Jet Attachment
The behaviour by which a jet remains attached to a convex surface is essentially 
inviscid27. Equilibrium of a fluid element following a circular path is maintained by 
two equal and opposite forces: a centripetal force acting radially outwards and a 
pressure force acting radially inwards, figure 1.8. The equilibrium of the element may 
be expressed as the local pressure gradient equated to the inertial force on the 
element:
The static pressure at a given radius r1 in a potential flow is given by the integral of 
the pressure gradient from r} to infinity:
An experimental surface pressure distribution (rJ=rs) for a two-dimensional jet 
developing round a circular cylinder is shown in figure 1.9, taken from ref 16. Note 
that pressure has been non-dimensionalised in a manner different from the normal 







exit and reduces to zero 240° downstream of the jet exit, coincident with the 
separation of the jet. The surface pressure becomes less negative as the jet progresses 
for two reasons. Firstly, shear stresses at the wall reduce the total pressure of the flow 
and secondly (and more importantly), the streamlines of the jet diverge away from 
being true circular paths (r increases with s) due to the entrainment of the surrounding 
fluid. This means the relationship given in equation 1.5 no longer holds.
1.2.4.3 Entrainment
The process by which the turbulence in a curved wall jet, and hence entrainment rate, 
is modified by curvature effects is relatively complex. Extension of thin shear layer 
theory to account for an extra rate of strain (dv/dc) in the plane of the mean shear 
suggests that the turbulence is modified by an amount of the order of y^Jr. 
Experimental results suggest, however, that the effect is an order of magnitude larger 
than this28 and that even small amounts of curvature can radically change the 
entrainment properties of a jet. Figure 1.10 (ref 29) illustrates the growth rate of a 
wall jet for different wall curvatures. Notice that for a value of of 0.25 the 
spreading rate for a convex wall jet is approximately four times greater than the 
spreading rate of the equivalent plane jet.
The stability of an ideal fluid in circulatory motion was first investigated by Lord 
Rayleigh. This work was extended by Taylor in 1923 to viscous fluid in laminar 
motion between two rotating cylinders30. Stability analysis is based on angular 
momentum considerations and the motion of a disturbed element of fluid.
Suppose that an element of fluid in a rotating flow is displaced by an 
externally-applied force in a radial direction, then released. If the fluid is frictionless 
then the displaced element conserves its angular momentum about the centre of 
curvature of the flow. Therefore if the angular momentum of the flow, ur per unit 
mass, decreases outwards, the displaced element will have a larger circumferential 
velocity than its surroundings. In consequence, the radial pressure gradient given by 
equation 1.5 that maintains the mean flow in its circular path is too small to keep the
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displaced element in equilibrium and it will continue to move outwards. Conversely, 
if the angular momentum of the flow increases outwards, the pressure gradient will 
force the element inwards, returning it towards its original radius, about which it will 
oscillate.
Generally, for a boundary layer {dilcfy positive) on a convex surface negative) 
the angular momentum of the flow increases with radius. This means that displaced 
fluid elements tend to return to their original location and turbulence is suppressed. 
On the other hand, for the outer part of a wall jet {di/yd negative) flowing round a 
convex surface the angular momentum of the flow decreases with radius. Thus 
disturbances in the fluid are amplified and turbulence increased.
Note that the above argument is based on the radial pressure gradient due to inertial 
considerations of the streamline curvature, and that the pressure gradient contribution 
from fluid shear stresses is ignored. For the wall jet case, the shear stresses can be 
very high and the way in which they change through the part of the jet closest to the 
wall is highly non-linear. In this case, the fluid processes governing turbulence are 
considerably more complicated than those given above. The angular 
momentum/disturbed element explanation, however, does provide a useful, if 
simplified, starting point from which the complex nature of turbulence generation in 
curved jet flows may be understood.
1.2.4.4 Separation
A curved wall jet consisting of a real fluid will separate from the surface a given 
angular distance downstream of the jet exit. The range of jet velocities, for fixed slot 
geometry, over which a jet will attach to a curved surface is bounded by an upper jet 
Mach number limit and a lower jet Reynolds number limit.
At high jet Reynolds numbers and subsonic Jet Mach numbers, separation is caused 
by the adverse surface pressure gradient generated by the jet (Section 1.2.4.2).
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Experiments with wall jets on circular cylinders suggest that the separation point is 
fixed at approximately 240° downstream from the slot exit. This result is also 
predicted by a theoretical analysis of curved wall jets by Roberts31.
Below a certain critical jet Reynolds number of about 4 x 104 (ref 16) the shear 
stresses at the wall start to become large compared to the inertial forces in the outer 
part of the jet and separation tends to occur before 240°, figure 1.11. At very low jet 
Reynolds numbers the jet may separate from the surface only a few slot heights 
downstream and behave more like a free jet.
The jet Mach number above which the flow will no longer attach to a curved surface 
is an important design parameter since it effectively limits the maximum power (in 
terms of momentum flux) available from a given slot installation. Experimental 
studies32 have shown that for practical slot installations, reasonable jet attachment is 
achieved up to pressure ratios of the order of 8, implying choked conditions at the jet 
exit. At higher pressure ratios it would appear that the expansion cells downstream of 
the nozzle exit prevent the surface suction necessary for jet attachment. Numerical 
studies of slot blowing on an F/A-18 Forebody33 suggest that once the nozzle exit 
becomes choked, i.e. the jet is under expanded, a positive surface pressure is induced 
downstream of the slot. At a high enough blowing level, the positive pressure 
downstream of the slot forces the jet to separate from the surface. This phenomena 
has be described as overblowing.
1.2.4.5 Three-Dimensional Effects
The above discussion of curved wall jets has been confined to the ideal 
two-dimensional case. For practical application of wall jets for separation control 
applications, the slot from which the jet emanates will be of finite length and thus the 
jet may no longer be considered two-dimensional34.
Launder and Rodi in their review paper on wall jet flows35 cite spanwise variation in
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the jet properties (i.e. three-dimensional effects) as a major cause of inaccuracy in 
two-dimensional wall jet studies. However, to achieve two dimensional conditions in 
laboratory experiments is not easy. A number of studies used endplates to simulate an 
infinite length slot. Even here, the boundary layer growth on the end plates was 
severe and led to a loss of two-dimensionality. Alternatively, slot end effects may be 
eliminated from experiments by using an annular wall jet, e.g. Rodman36,37. However 
in this case, an extra rate of fluid strain is introduced which cannot be ignored for 
high wall curvature on a finite radius annulus.
The McDonnell Douglas Notar concept, which uses slot blowing on the tail for torque 
reaction/yaw control, originally had endplates on the blowing slot. Although there is 
no published data on this design, it is apparent that the end plates were needed to 
increase the slot efficiency, i.e. the yawing moment produced for a given amount of 
jet momentum. In the latest Notar design, the MD Explorer3*, the end plates have 
been removed but there are now two slots at an angular spacing of approximately 40°. 
This is presumably to increase the amount of jet attachment on the tail boom.
Three-dimensional jet attachment effects also have an impact on the performance of 
slot blowing schemes for aircraft forebody flow control. Despite this, these effects are 
rarely mentioned in the literature.
1.3 SLENDER BODY AERODYNAMICS
1.3.1 Overview
Most combat aircraft have a relatively long, slender forebody to minimise drag at 
supersonic speeds. During cruise, the forebody is typically at zero angle of attack and 
the flow is fully attached. At high angles of attack, e.g. during a turning manoeuvre, 
the flow separates from either side of the forebody, leading to some form of lee-side 
vortex wake. The nature of this wake is dependent on the angle of attack, forebody 
shape and Reynolds number, and plays a key role in determining the aerodynamics
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4of the whole airframe.
Much of the early research in to slender body aerodynamics at high angles of attack 
was motivated by the requirements for highly agile missiles, e.g. Clark39,40, Nielsen41, 
Lamont42,43, Wardlaw44,45 and Ericsson46. These, and other researchers, found that 
above a certain incidence the flow separation on either side of the forebody can give 
rise to a pair of stable asymmetric vortices. The resulting asymmetric forebody 
pressure distribution produces a net out-of-plane side force. The orientation of the 
vortex asymmetry, and hence the sign of the side force, appeared to be sensitive to 
very small changes in experimental conditions and results from two nominally 
identical tests were often very different.
As the angle of attack of a slender body is increased from 0 to 90° three distinct types 
of vortex wake structure may be identified:
1) Low strength forebody vortices; symmetrically arranged
2) High strength forebody vortices; may form stable asymmetric arrangements
3) Periodic vortex shedding; coherent forebody vortices not formed
These are illustrated schematically in figure 1.12. The angle of attack at which stable 
vortex asymmetry occurs (c*^) is approximately equal to the included angle of nose 
tip. The periodic vortex shedding angle of attack ( a j  depends to some extent on 
forebody cross-section and the slenderness of the body. For bodies of rounded 
cross-section and appreciable slenderness (length/diameter >5) is typically 60°.
1.3.2 Factors Affecting Vortex Asymmetry
The occurrence of large, unpredictable side forces on missile type bodies at high 
angles of attack is highly undesirable from a control systems point of view. This has
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led to numerous attempts at "side force alleviation" on slender bodies. These studies 
include the effect of strakes47, nose bluntness4*, nose cross-sectional shape49,50 and 
forebody porosity51. In general, the angle of attack at which vortex asymmetry occurs 
is increased by blunting the nose and opting for a flattened forebody cross-section. 
Both these effects tend to laterally separate the forebody vortices at the nose tip which 
prevents amplification of the effects of physical asymmetries in this region. Careful 
positioning of strakes or chines can also eliminate vortex asymmetry over a given 
alpha range. However, at certain angles of attack/sideslip, vortex asymmetry may 
actually be amplified by the presence of strakes52.
A number of studies have investigated the effect of nose roll angle on flow about 
symmetrical slender bodies53,54. Typically, the sign of the out-of-plane side force at a 
given angle of attack will reverse a number of times as the nose is rotated (at 
negligible speed) through 360*. This is due to asymmetries of the order of machining 
tolerances in the profile of the nominally symmetric nose cone shape. Nose cone roll 
orientation is not a reliable way of modifying flow asymmetry (apart from in the 
controlled conditions of a wind tunnel test) because normal service and handling of 
a missile or aircraft inevitably leads to alterations in the nose micro-asymmetries.
The most important message from the many studies of slender body flow at incidence 
is that vortex asymmetry is a fundamental feature of that type of flowfield. This 
means the problem is not going to be cured by small modifications to the body 
geometry. Rather, a new design approach must be used that is sympathetic to the 
nature of high angle of attack flowfields.
1.3.3 Numerical Studies o f Slender Body Flow at Incidence
1.3.3.1 Overview
This section provides a brief introduction to numerical techniques for solving the flow 
around slender bodies. These techniques can be divided into analytical methods, which
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*can generally be solved with modest computing resources, and methods which attempt 
to a solve a simplified subset of the Navier-Stokes equations, which generally require 
mainframe computing facilities. The analytical methods have the advantage that 
solutions may be obtained relatively quickly and cheaply. However, the solutions are 
generally inviscid and the flow modelling relatively crude. On the other hand, 
Navier-Stokes methods offer the possibility of modelling viscous, turbulent flow 
around complex three-dimensional geometries, including shocks, three-dimensional 
separations and vortices, and the interactions between these flow structures. 
Computing costs, however, can be as high as performing the equivalent full-scale 
wind tunnel test.
1.3.3.2 Analytical Methods
At high Reynolds numbers, the effects of turbulence and fluid viscosity on a uniform 
stream past a body are confined to thin boundary layers on the surface of the body 
and to the wake, which arises when these layers separate from the body. Outside the 
boundary layers and wake the flow behaves as if the fluid were inviscid. In this case 
the effects of viscosity and turbulence can be modelled by the theory of thin shear 
layers35. As the Reynolds number of the flow tends to infinity, the thickness effect of 
the shear layers diminishes and the layers may be approximated by vortex sheets. This 
means that an inviscid model of the flow can be used. However this type of model can 
not accurately predict where the shear layers leave the body, i.e. the separation lines, 
and in general, information on separation line location must be supplied from outside 
the model. This information can come from experimental data or from a viscous 
boundary layer model used in conjunction with the inviscid model.
When modelling vortical flows it is useful to distinguish between the model of the 
vortex sheet and the framework of potential flow in which it is embedded53. Possible 
frameworks for the potential flow include the
1) the full nonlinear potential formulation
2) the nonlinear transonic small perturbation approximation
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3) the linear small perturbation (Prandtl-Glauert) approximations for subsonic and 
supersonic flows, and
4) the slender-body approximation.
The simplest of these frameworks is the slender-body approximation and this has been 
used extensively for modelling three-dimensional separated flow on slender wings and 
missile-type bodies. A body is described as slender if its cross-sectional extent is small 
compared to its length. The slender-body approximation assumes that for such bodies 
at reasonably low angles of attack, the changes in velocity potential in the axial 
direction are small compared to changes in the crossflow direction. This means that 
the problem may be considered as two-dimensional in the crossflow plane. The main 
weakness of the slender-body approximation is that it does not allow for upstream and 
downstream influences between one crossflow plane and another, except via vorticity 
convected by the vortex sheets.
There are essentially three different models of the vortical flow arising from 
three-dimensional separation. These are the single line-vortex model, the multiple 
line-vortex model and the vortex sheet model, figure 1.13. The simplest model is the 
line-vortex model, first developed by Brown and Michael56 in 1954 for flow over 
slender wings. In this model, the spiral vortex sheets on the upper surface of the wing 
are replaced with two concentrated line vortices. These vortices are connected to their 
respective wing leading edges by a cut, which is essentially a feeding sheet of 
vanishing strength.
The boundary conditions for this model are
1) zero normal velocity at solid surfaces
2) separation at the sharp leading edges
3) disturbances vanish at infinity, and
4) zero force acting on each line-vortex/feeding sheet pair.
Note that this last boundary condition does not require the pressure to be continuous
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across the feeding sheet (which is always the case in the real flow). This is because 
forces acting the sheet due to a finite pressure difference across it can be balanced by 
pressure forces acting on the line-vortex.
Application of the line-vortex model to flows round cones at incidence is slightly more 
involved since the separation behaviour of the crossflow is not explicitly defined by 
a sharp edge. In this case it is usual to introduce a modified form of the Kutta 
condition at the separation lines. One of the earliest mathematical models of the 
separated flow around a cone at incidence was published by Bryson57. He introduces 
the condition that the separation points that feed the vortex sheet are stagnation points, 
i.e. that the fluid velocity relative to the cylinder is zero.
In Bryson’s model the flow in the crossflow plane is made up of potentials due to the 
free-stream flow, a doublet at the origin to simulate the cylinder, the two vortices in 
the wake and the reflection of these two vortices inside the cylinder. The unknowns 
in this case are the strength and location of the vortices in the wake. These can be 
determined from the condition of no net force acting on the line-vortex/feeding sheet 
and the flow conditions implied by the modified form of the Kutta condition at the 
separation point.
The main advantage of the single line-vortex model is simplicity. When used in the 
slender-body framework, it is simple enough for exact analysis, i.e. the governing 
equations reduce to a (high order) polynomial equation. Thus all possible solutions of 
vortex location and strength for different separation positions may be determined. The 
simplicity of the single line-vortex model also makes a useful tool for quickly 
establishing basic properties of a given flowfield. This understanding can then be used 
to help set up more complicated models and to give guidance to the type of solution 
expected. For example, if lateral asymmetry is allowed for in Bryson’s model of the 
separated flow about a cone, asymmetric vortex locations are predicted. These 
asymmetric vortex positions can then be used as a ‘seed’ to speed up the search for 
asymmetric solutions in more sophisticated models58,59.
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The single line-vortex model may be made to model the flow more accurately if part 
of the feeding sheet is modelled explicitly60. The feeding sheet may then be allowed 
to roll up for a number of turns forming the outer spiral of the vortex. Modelling of 
an infinite number of turns making up the whole of the vortex is impractical so after 
a given number of turns, the free edge of the feeding sheet is connected to a 
line-vortex at the vortex core by a cut. As in the single line-vortex model, this cut 
experiences a force which must be balanced out by an equal and opposite force on the 
line-vortex. This type of model is known as a vortex sheet model and was first used 
by Mangier and Smith61 for solving the flow around delta wings with leading edge 
separation.
The boundary conditions for the vortex sheet model differ from those applied to the 
single line-vortex model in that the feeding sheet is now specified as a 
three-dimensional stream surface within the flow, and that the pressure is continuous 
across the feeding sheet. This latter condition means that there is no pressure 
difference across the sheet, and hence no net force acting on it.
The vortex sheet model has been applied to symmetrical separated flow around cones 
at incidence by Fiddes58. In this work, a vortex sheet model is used for the outer, 
inviscid separated flow, and a separate, viscous-inviscid ‘triple-deck’ model used for 
the interaction between the external flow predicted by the vortex sheet model and a 
laminar boundary layer on the cone.
The main advantage of the vortex sheet model is the realism with which it can 
describe separation from smooth surfaces, i.e. the sides of a cone. This is important 
since the local inviscid behaviour of the vortex sheet at separation can have a 
significant effect on the overall shape of the rolled-up shear layer62. Accurate inviscid 
modelling of smooth separation is also necessary if separation location is to be 
predicted. Note that although primary separation can be modelled using the vortex 
sheet method it is not generally practical to model secondary separation. Absence of 
secondary separation modelling tends to cause the primary vortex cores to be located 
slightly too close to their separation lines58.
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Another approach to modelling the rolled-up vortex sheet is offered by the multiple 
line-vortex model63. In this, the vortex sheet is approximated by series of line-vortices 
that spring from the separation line. Each of these vortices is constrained by the 
condition that it should be aligned with the local flow direction along the whole of its 
length. This results in a series of helically shaped line-vortices.
There are three main difficulties associated with the multiple line-vortex approach:
1) A large number of vortices are needed for accurate results.
2) Modelling of line-vortices which follow helical paths of small pitch, e.g. those 
springing the nose apex, requires a large number of elements for realistic 
modelling.
3) The paths of the line-vortices tend to become chaotic as the flow develops in 
a streamwise direction. This is due to the increased number and proximity of 
the vortices in the rolled up part of the sheet coupled with instabilities in the 
solution algorithm.
A major advantage of the multiple line-vortex method is its flexibility, which makes 
it possible to use one program to calculate very different vortex structures with 
minimal changes. A further advantage is that the model has the potential to predict 
vortex breakdown. This is manifest by a gross disorganisation of the line-vortices near 
the axis of the vortex. However, it is important to distinguish between numerical 
instabilities as described by point 3 above and the real instabilities in vorticity 
convection which cause vortex burst.
1.3.3.3 Navier-Stokes Solutions
The fundamental dynamical behaviour of a fluid particle is governed by the law of 
conservation of mass and by Newton’s Second Law. These laws lead to the continuity
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*equation and the Navier-Stokes equations. For incompressible flow in cartesian 
coordinates these equations are, respectively:
du dv dw n




du du du du
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In the Navier-Stokes equations the term Fx represents the body forces acting on a fluid 
particle, for example due to gravitational or magnetic fields. Most fluid flows of 
interest occur within the Earth’s gravitational field. However the effect of this field 
is only of significance when there are large changes in density through the fluid, 
leading to the generation of buoyancy forces.
The continuity and Navier-Stokes equations constitute a pair of simultaneous partial 
differential equations for one scalar quantity (pressure) and one vector quantity 
(velocity). However these equations can not be solved easily because the 
Navier-Stokes equations are non-linear. This non-linearity arises because the velocity 
has a dual role in determining the acceleration of the flow; it changes as the fluid 
moves and determines how fast the change occurs. Historically, the mathematical 
difficulty of solving the Navier-Stokes equations has meant that much knowledge of 
the detailed behaviour of fluids in motion has come from experiments rather than 
theoretical prediction64.
Although the Navier-Stokes equations have no known general solution, they may be 
solved using finite difference techniques. This has becomes an increasingly realistic 
option with the advent of high speed digital computers. However, some 
approximations have to be made to achieve solutions within sensible run times, i.e. 
hours rather than days, and within the limitations of computer memory, which, 
although very large, is finite.
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An important simplification to the representation of turbulent flow may be made by 
using the time-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equations. This requires the 
addition of Reynolds stress terms to the flow model. These terms describe the forces 
acting on a fluid element due to its time-dependent (turbulent) motion.
To represent Reynolds stresses in terms of the averaged motion and its history it is 
necessary to introduce turbulence models. These models describe the way in which 
turbulence of a fluid flow modifies the apparent viscosity of the fluid, giving rise to 
the concept of eddy viscosity (e) for time-averaged turbulent flows. Thus the viscosity 
of a turbulent fluid becomes /x+e, i.e. the apparent viscosity of a fluid in turbulent 
motion is higher than that of the equivalent fluid in laminar motion. The most 
commonly used turbulence model used for high angle of attack flows is the 
Baldwin-Lomax model65. In this model, a fluid quantity containing the magnitude of 
the local vorticity is examined to determine the local length scale, and hence eddy 
viscosity. This model was improved by Degani and Schiff6 to account for the 
difference between vorticity contained within the attached crossflow boundary layer 
and the vorticity in the free shear layer after separation.
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations by finite difference methods is further 
simplified by the thin layer approximation67. In this method, it is assumed that the 
effects of fluid viscosity are only transmitted in a direction perpendicular to the body 
surface, i.e. across, not along, thin layers surrounding the body. This considerably 
reduces the computational effort required to solve the flow, in exchange for a small 
decrease in accuracy of modelling. Use of the thin-layer approximation does, 
however, require a body-fitted grid in the mathematical solution space.
One of the earliest demonstrations of asymmetric Navier-Stokes solutions to flow 
around slender bodies at incidence is provided by Siclari and Marconi68. This work 
is significant in that asymmetric vortical flows were predicted for exactly symmetric 
bodies. A similar study by Degani and Levy69 also predicts large scale asymmetric 
flows around slender bodies at incidence, however, in this case, a small physical 
asymmetry at the nose tip was required to generate the flow asymmetry. When the
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disturbance at the nose tip was removed, the solution returned to being symmetric.
An advantage of Navier-Stokes methods compared to simpler analytical techniques is 
that the former solves the whole flowfield. This means the data so produced can be 
used to provide detailed (though not necessarily accurate) pictures of the behaviour 
of a fluid as it passes round a body. A good example of this is the numerical 
investigation of the flow about a slender body at incidence by Vanden and Belk70. The 
imaginative use of computer graphics in this study provides a stimulating 
representation of complex vortical flows not possible with current flow visualisation 
techniques. If nothing else, these images provide inspiration for experimentalists.
At present, Navier-Stokes solutions of high angle of attack flows are still very much 
at the validation stage. This means that most work is being aimed at making the 
numerical solutions fit the experimental data. However, progress is being made 
rapidly and it is likely that Navier-Stokes solvers will become widespread design tools 
within the next ten years.
1.4 The Research Programme
1.4.1 Motivation
Current combat aircraft have limited high angle of attack manoeuvrability due to 
lateral control deficiency, particularly in yaw. In response to this, researchers have 
proposed a number of new techniques for improving the yaw control power at high 
angles of attack, including various types of mechanical and pneumatic forebody flow 
control devices and the use of vectored thrust. In recent years there have been 
numerous studies of various forebody flow control techniques and some technologies 
have reached the flight test stage. These schemes are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Preliminary research by Wood71 in 1988 showed that the concept of Tangential 
Forebody Blowing offered many advantages over other schemes for providing yaw 
control at high angles of attack. The present study is motivated by the need to expand
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on this work and explore the concept in greater depth.
1.4.2 Objectives
The two primary objectives of the research programme are to
1) demonstrate the viability of Tangential Forebody Blowing as a means of yaw 
control at high angles of attack, and
2) provide a sound understanding of the underlying fluid mechanisms. 
Secondary objectives include
a) investigation of the interactions between the forebody flow and the flow over 
the LEX and wing,
b) determination of the sources of control forces and moments,
c) investigation of the effects of slot geometry and location, and
d) evaluation of mass flow and momentum-based aerodynamic scaling 
parameters.
1.5 GUIDE TO THE REST OF THE THESIS
In Chapter 2, other studies of forebody flow control techniques are described and 
compared. This highlights advantages of various different approaches to high angle 
of attack yaw control. Moreover, the particular benefits of yaw control by Tangential 
Forebody Blowing are emphasised.
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Chapter 3 describes the experimental techniques used in the research programme. This 
includes a description of experimental facilities, wall jet rig and generic combat 
aircraft wind tunnel model. Data acquisition and reduction is discussed and an 
assessment is made of experimental accuracy.
Results from wall jet fluid dynamic experiments and generic combat aircraft wind 
tunnel tests are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter explores the 
concept of tangential forebody blowing and the underlying fluid mechanisms. The 
performance of Tangential Forebody Blowing over a range of conditions is 
established.
Chapter 5 summaries the important results from Chapter 4 and states a number of 
conclusions.
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Figure 1.2 The "J ” Turn, or Herbst Manoeuvre
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Figure 1.4 Two-Dimensional Free jet Issuing into Quiescent Surroundings
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Figure 1.12 Flow Regimes for a Slender Body at Incidence
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Figure 1.13 Analytical Methods for Modelling Vortical Flow
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CHAPTER 2
TECHNIQUES FOR YAW CONTROL AT HTGH ALPHA
2.1 OVERVIEW
At small angles of attack, the simplest way of providing aircraft yaw control is by the 
use of rear-mounted vertical surfaces. However, at high angles of attack, dorsal 
surfaces, i.e. conventional fins, become ineffective due to immersion in the wake 
from the forward fuselage and wing (Chapter 1). On the other hand, ventral surfaces 
remain effective, but they are generally of limited size due to ground clearance 
constraints (particularly during rotation). A solution to this problem is provided by a 
ventral fin that deploys once the aircraft is airborne (as on the MiG-23). This, 
however, adds undesirable weight and complexity to the airframe.
At very high angles of attack, i.e. a=90p, conventional dorsal or ventral surfaces are 
unable to produce yawing moments wherever they located since the local chord-wise 
velocity component reduces to zero. Special surfaces could be deployed that provided 
yaw control at this flight condition, but once again, weight and complexity 
considerations make this idea unattractive.
The two main alternatives to actuated surfaces for high angle of attack yaw control 
are thrust vectoring and forebody flow control. These are discussed in the following 
two sections.
2.2 THRUST VECTORING
Thrust vectoring provides control moments by varying the engine thrust line relative 
to the aircraft centre of gravity. This is achieved by deflecting the jet efflux with 
moveable paddles downstream of the nozzle exit or by providing a fully moving 
nozzle. In recent years thrust vectoring technology has been steadily improving and
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the concept has been successfully flight tested on a number of aircraft, including the 
YF-22, F-15E72, F/A-18, and F-1673.
Three-dimensional thrust vectoring for a single engined aircraft provides control 
moments in pitch and yaw. With a twin-engined configuration, rolling moments can 
also be generated, though these are generally small compared to the pitch and yawing 
moments available. A major advantage of control moments generated by thrust 
vectoring is that they are essentially decoupled from the airframe aerodynamics (apart 
from intake distortion problems), i.e. independent of sideslip and angle of attack. This 
means that control moments due to thrust vectoring can be easily integrated into the 
flight control system.
From an installation point of view, the addition of thrust vectoring to an aircraft 
increases both the weight and complexity of the propulsion system. Also, in terms of 
aircraft performance, thrust vectoring is relatively inefficient. For example, a typical 
vectoring angle of 20° equates to a 5% loss in net thrust. This might be significant in 
a combat situation.
Application of thrust vectoring to highly stealthy aircraft is made difficult by the 
requirements of exhaust shielding for reduced infra-red signature. In the case of the 
F-l 17, the two-dimensional nature of the exhaust nozzles would make pitch vectoring 
much easier to implement than yaw vectoring. The relatively large lateral spacing of 
the nozzles would, however, make the aircraft an ideal candidate for roll vectoring.
2.3 FOREBODY FLOW CONTROL
2.3.1 Mechanical Approach
a) Conformal Actuated Strakes
After early experiments trying to force forebody vortex asymmetry with fixed strakes, 
it was natural for researchers to try moving the strakes to produce controlled vortex
asymmetry, and hence control yawing moments74,75,76. Experiments proved relatively 
successful, although it appears that this type of control is highly prone to reversal, i.e. 
the sign of the control response may change depending on Reynolds number, angle 
of attack and angle of sideslip. This is unsatisfactory from the point of view of control 
system implementation.
The cumulation of the many wind tunnel tests on actuated strakes will be the flight 
trial of the concept on NASA Dry den’s F-l 8  HARV in October 199477. For these 
tests, a new radome has been fitted to the aircraft which incorporates a pair of 1 . 2  m 
long by 0.15 m wide conformal strakes located approximately ±120° from the 
windward generator78. The strakes are moved using a modified F -l 8  aileron actuator 
and hinge outwards from the lower edge, figure 2 . 1 .
Moveable stakes can provide control yawing moments at angles of attack where there 
is coherent vortical flow in the lee of the forebody. The control power increases with 
increasing crossflow component (Vjsina) until is reached whereupon the control 
power quickly reduces to zero. For a typical combat aircraft geometry, forebody 
strakes can provide useful control yawing moments over an angle of attack range from 
about 20 to 60° angle of attack. Below 20° the forebody vortices are too weak to 
generate significant side forces. Above 60° most forebody shapes exhibit unsteady 
vortex shedding leading to a zero time-averaged side force.
b) Rotatable Nose Tip Strakes
This type of control uses a pair of miniature strakes attached to the nose tip. The nose 
tip can rotate about the fuselage axis and thus the strakes can be orientated at a range 
of angles to the on-coming flow79. In principle, the control works in a similar manner 
to the actuated strake concept, i.e. a controlled physical asymmetry is introduced that 
modifies the forebody vortex equilibrium. This then gives rise to a control side force 
on the forebody. Since the nose tip strakes, by definition, are located on the furthest 
forward part of the forebody, they may be made small without losing effectiveness.
The useable angle of attack range for rotatable nose tip strakes is similar to that of 
conformal actuated strakes, i.e. 2 0 °< a  <60°.
The use of strakes, and indeed any other methods that physically alter the crossflow 
shape of the forebody, to produce control forces is best described as vortex 
manipulation. The most important aspect of this type of device is that control power 
is proportional to the amount of organised vorticity contained with in the vortex, i.e. 
the vortex strength. This is not necessarily true for pneumatic forebody flow control 
schemes, in particular slot blowing (section 2.3.2. c)).
2 .3 .2  Pneumatic Approach
a) Nose Suction
Suction through a pair of small holes in the nose tip, figure 2.2, has been tested on 
HIRM (High Incidence Research Model) at DRA Famborough as part of a high 
incidence departure prevention programme?0'81'82. It is suggested that the local boundary 
layer is removed from around a hole to which suction is applied. This introduces a 
physical asymmetry at the nose tip which results in asymmetric forebody vortex 
formation. Varying the level of suction changes the magnitude of the physical 
asymmetry introduced and thus modulates the overall forebody vortex asymmetry. C„ 
values required for this type of control are very small (of the order of 1 x 1 0 *) making 
it a highly efficient control device (see Section 2.4.2).
b) Jet Blowing
Jet blowing is used as a general heading for types of forebody flow control that uses 
discrete, low aspect ratio air jets that may be normal83,84 or tangential85,86 to the surface. 
Normal jet blowing at the nose tip has a similar effect to nose tip suction, i.e. a 
controlled physical asymmetry is introduced. However the range of control available 
by normal jet blowing is relatively limited since once the jet has sufficient momentum 
to penetrate the local forebody boundary layer, further increases in jet momentum 
have little effect on the forebody flowfield.
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By angling blowing ports tangential to the local surface, the resulting jet may be made 
to interact favourably with the forebody boundary layer, improving the control 
response and allowing it to function over a broader range of angle of attack and 
sideslip. Also by careful shaping of the nozzle, which will be typically operating at 
supersonic pressure ratios, the mixing of the jet may be enhanced, further increasing 
the efficiency of the control. This type of jet blowing scheme has recently been flight 
tested on the X-2987. In this case the nozzles were fed with high pressure nitrogen 
from bottles stowed in the aircraft forebody. At typical operating conditions the jet 
massflow required was of the order of 1 lb/sec, which equates to a CM of 
approximately 0.0005. This is one order of magnitude smaller than a typical CM 
required by a slot blowing scheme (see Chapter 4, Section 4.8).
c) Slot Blowing
Slot blowing is used to describe schemes incorporating relatively high aspect ratio 
slots that produce a jet tangential to the local surface curvature, e.g. Tangential 
Forebody Blowing. High slot aspect ratio is important if the beneficial effects of the 
Coanda effect are to be utilised (this will be clearly demonstrated by the results 
presented in Chapter 4).
Implementation of slot blowing for forebody flow control is shown in figure 2.3. 
Since the initiation of the present Tangential Forebody Blowing research programme 
in 1990, there has been increasing interest in slot blowing schemes, and a number of 
experimental studies have been reported88 89*90. There have also been a number of 
numerical studies of slot blowing schemes91,92,93. These studies complement the work 
presented in this thesis. However, at present, no other study has demonstrated yaw 
control up to 90° angle of attack.
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2.4 COMPARISON OF FOREBODY FLOW CONTROL TECHNIQUES
2.4.1 Installation Considerations
The main problem concerning installation of a flow control device in an aircraft 
forebody is that of interference with the operation of the radar. Ideally, all materials 
in the radome should be non-metallic and there should be no moving parts. This 
essentially precludes the use of rotatable nose tip strakes and means that conformal 
actuated strakes must ideally start aft of the radome. Unfortunately, strakes are highly 
inefficient when located this far aft on the forebody and it is questionable how 
effective they would be.
The relatively simple physical requirements of the pneumatic flow control schemes 
make them amenable to installation within the radome. This means that slots or jets 
can be located right at the nose tip where maximum efficiency is achieved.
An important consideration with both mechanical and pneumatic nose tip devices is 
the resistance of the control to normal service life wear and tear. For example, any 
slight damage or build up of debris on a nose tip strake installation could radically 
alter the performance of the device. Similarly, any modification to the geometry of 
a nose tip suction installation or ingestion of ice or insect debris into the suction holes 
might render the control inoperable.
Devices that do not rely on modification of the nose tip flow, e.g. conformal strakes, 
slot blowing, will generally be more resilient to service wear and tear.
2.4.2 Power Requirements
For mechanical type forebody flow control, the power required to drive actuated 
strakes, etc., is modest and not a significant design issue. However, for pneumatic 
schemes, in which air is bled off from the propulsion system, careful evaluation of 
air massflow requirements is needed. To do this it is useful to define an augmentation
factor, ka, given by
^ _ YawingMomentfromBlowingScheme p  l)
a YawingMomentffomReactionControl Jet
Where the same jet momentum is used in the reaction control jet as in the blowing 
scheme.
For a reaction jet, the yawing moment produced is given by
= x n M j  (2 .2)
where xN is the moment arm of the jet about the aircraft e.g. and M} is the jet
momentum. Converting to a yawing moment coefficient gives
C = ^  C (2.3)c %
For a typical combat aircraft geometry and the reaction jet located at the nose tip, xN 
is approximately equal to the wing chord, c, and thus the jet yawing moment is given 
simply by the jet momentum coefficient, C,. This means ka is given by
ka = (2.4)
a AC..
The most efficient type of pneumatic control is nose suction. From the work at DRA 
Famborough, typical values of ka are of the order of 20x10s. Normal jet blowing at 
the nose tip shows similar k, values, however the maximum control moments 
attainable tend to be less than those achieved with suction through the same pair of 
holes. To achieve these remarkable levels of efficiency the forebody flow must be 
manipulated as far forward as possible. In the case of the DRA suction tests, the holes 
were in fact located at less than 1  % of the forebody length back from the nose apex.
Moving the jet to a location further aft on the forebody makes installation easier and 
makes the control less sensitive to changes in nose tip geometry. However, the 
augmentation factor of the control drops by a number of orders of magnitude. For the
jet blowing on the X-29, ka was typically 50.
Slot blowing is typically less efficient than jet blowing, with typical ka values of 
around 20. The exact value is, of course, dependent on both slot geometry and 
location.
In Chapter 4, air massflow requirements for slot blowing is evaluated. It is seen that 
for a well designed installation the requirements are within engine bleed limits.
2.4.3 Angle o f Attack Range
For forebody flow control devices that work on the basis of vortex manipulation, i.e. 
conformal strakes, rotatable nose tip strakes, nose tip suction/blowing, jet blowing, 
control yawing moments can only be generated when there are coherent forebody 
vortices. This effectively limits the applicability of this type of control to angles of 
attack less than a ^  i.e. less than about 60°. Slot blowing, as will be described in 
detail in Chapter 4, produces side forces primarily by the interaction of a wall jet with 
the forebody crossflow component, and consequently the presence of forebody 
vortices is not a prerequisite. This means that slot blowing can produce control 
yawing moments up to 90° angle of attack and beyond.
Figure 2.4 illustrates different approaches to yaw control for 0 to 120p angle of attack 
range. Considering that the major advantages of post-stall manoeuvring are achieved 
at angles of attack approaching 90°, it is clear that slot blowing offers significant 









Figure 2.1 Conformal Actuated Strakes on the F -l8 HARV
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Figure 2.3 Slot Blowing for Forebody Flow Control
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Figure 2.4 Aerodynamic Control Strategies for Different Angle o f Attack Regimes
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES
3.1 WIND TUNNEL
The University of Bath dual purpose wind tunnel is shown in figure 3.1. The tunnel 
is a closed-retum dual-purpose facility, with a 2.1 m by 1.5 m ‘high-speed’ (45 m/s) 
aeronautical working section and a ‘low-speed’ ( 1 2  m/s) industrial working section. 
The experiments described in this thesis were performed in the 2. lm by 1.5m working 
section at a typical test speed of 22 m/s. The static pressure in the working section 
was maintained at atmospheric by means of small vent doors at the upstream end of 
the section. The flow in the high speed working section was surveyed in 198994 and 
the total pressure variation across the cross section was no more than ±  2%. Hot wire 
measurements at typical test conditions indicated centreline turbulence of the order of 
0.5%.
3.2  BLOWING AIR SUPPLY
From a previous study on the effects of tangential leading edge blowing on delta wing 
aerodynamics at high angles of attack26 a blowing supply had been established in the 
wind tunnel. This system had been sized for a 20 kPa plenum pressure and a mass 
flow of 0.05 kg/s. The maximum requirements for the present forebody blowing 
investigation are approximately 2 0 % of these values.
Air was obtained from a 500 kPa shop main via a filter and regulator, then ducted to 
the rear of the model via the ‘A’ frames of the high angle of attack pitch rig through 
1" bore PVC tubing. A 0.5" bore tube was then used to take the air through the 
model fuselage to the plenum chamber in the nose cone. Plenum pressure was 
monitored via a static pressure tapping connected to a pressure transducer outside the
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tunnel. Air volume flow rate was measured using an in-line rotameter located outside 
of the working section, downstream of the pressure regulator.
3.3 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK PITCH RIG
In 1990 a computer controlled high angle of attack pitch had been installed in the 
wind tunnel95. The rig was of a pantograph design and enabled the model to be 
pitched about the centre of the working section, figure 3.2. The model was pitched 
about a vertical axis to keep its weight vector constant with respect to the balance 
centre. This means that balance zeroes due to model weight do not change with pitch 
angle.
The rig was controlled via the data acquisition system and during tests any angle of 
attack could be demanded directly from a numerical entry in to the acquisition system 
computer.
3.4 MEASUREMENT OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS
The sign convention used for the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the wind 
tunnel model is defined in figure 3.3. The axes used are the aircraft body axes, i.e. 
a set of orthogonal axes defined relative to a datum on the aircraft that move with the 
aircraft.
Forces and moments were measured using a six component sting balance kindly 
loaned by DRA Famborough, tables 3.1-3.3, figure 3.4. The balance was located 
inside the model fuselage such that the centre of the balance approximately coincided 
with the longitudinal centre of pressure of the model. This meant that the moment arm 
of the normal force about the balance centre was minimised and excessive pitching 
moments-due-to-normal force avoided.
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The balance was designed to be used in the horizontal sense, i.e. with the weight 
component of the model acting in the direction of the normal force. In the present 
investigation the model was mounted on its side and thus the model weight component 
acts in the side force sense. This meant that the model had to be made as light as 
possible to avoid over-stressing the balance.
The balance consisted of six strain gauge wheatstone bridge circuits, each containing 
four active gauges, figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows the arrangement of gauges to 
measure pitching moments. For a positive moment, gauges R! and R2 are in 
compression and gauges R3 and R* are in tension, thus the resistance of Rj and R2 
decreases and the resistance of R3 and R* increases. Referring back to figure 3.5, this 
causes an imbalance between the two sides of the bridge and VA becomes larger than 
VB and the bridge output voltage V0 becomes positive. Similarly for a negative 
pitching moment the resistance of Rj and R2 increases and the resistance of R3 and R4  
decreases and V0 is negative.
The voltage output from each bridge circuit is given by
dVx dVx dVr= —? X + — Y  + —£ z + — -  L + — Z m  + N





X  + ™i
BY
Y + dVY~az z + ...
X  + ...
(3.1)
etc.
Writing this in matrix form gives
Vx CU C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 X
Vy C2l C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 Y
Vz C31 C32 C33 C34 C35 C36 Z
VL C41 C42 C43 C44 C45 C45 L
Vm C51 C52 C53 C54 C55 C56 M
Vs C61 C62 C63 C64 C65 C66 N
or
[V] = [C][F] (3.3)
where [V] is a voltage matrix, [C] is a calibration matrix and [F] is a force matrix. 
However the situation during a wind tunnel test is that the voltage output from each 
of the bridge circuits is known and the forces are unknown. Rearranging equation 3.3 
to find the forces gives
[ F ]  =  [ c ^ m  <3 -4 >
where [C] 1 is the inverse of the calibration matrix.
The coefficients cn ,cl2 etc. in the calibration matrix were found by applying loads to
the balance and measuring the voltage output from each of the bridge circuits. The
loads were applied by hanging weights off a specially designed calibration arm fitted
to the end of the balance, figure 3.7. By appropriate orientation of the calibration arm
and balance, relative to the gravity vector, all the force and moment components 
♦
could be generated apart from the axial force, X , which had to be applied with the 
balance mounted vertically.
Figure 3.8 shows balance calibration curves for positive normal force, side force,
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yawing moment and rolling moment. The maximum value of the xTaxis scale in each 
case is indicative of the maximum loading expected from the wind tunnel model for 
a test speed of 20 m/s. The y-axis represents the voltage output from the respective 
strain gauge bridge circuits after it has been amplified by a factor of 500. Voltage 
error bars represent 50 Hz electrical noise in the instrumentation circuitry.
Note that it was necessary to calibrate the balance from scratch since the only 
calibration data available from the DRA was from ten years ago and the balance had 
been modified since.
For the work described in this thesis the lateral force/moment components are most 
important, i.e. side force, yawing moment and rolling moment. These components are 
typically an order of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal components, i.e. normal 
force and pitching moment, and thus care must taken to minimise cross coupling.
Cross coupling between force/moment components arises from two separate sources:
1) Inaccuracies in the balance manufacture or gauge alignment that leads to a 
given bridge circuit being sensitive to force/moment components other than 
that for which it is intended, and
2) Inaccuracies in the alignment of the balance relative to the body axes of the 
wind tunnel model.
Cross coupling from balance imperfections is allowed for by the terms off the leading 
diagonal in the calibration matrix. In general the level of cross coupling was very 
small. Figure 3.9 shows balance calibration results for normal force cross coupling 
on the side force and yawing moment channels. At maximum normal force, the 
yawing moment due to cross coupling is less than 1 % of the maximum expected 
yawing moment value.
The second source of cross coupling was much more of a problem. This arose due to
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difficulties in achieving accurate angular alignment of the balance relative to the 
model. For instance, a 1° rotation of the balance relative to the XY plane of the model 
could lead to 1 0 0 % errors in the side force and yawing moment due to cross coupling 
from the normal force. The alignment problem was eventually solved by changing the 
original keyway on the end of the balance for a hole in which a pin could be 
accurately located.
3.5 WALL JET EXPERIMENTAL RIG
To fulfil the need for basic research on the attachment characteristics of finite aspect 
ratio wall jets on curved surfaces a rig was designed with which wall radius and slot 
aspect ratio could be varied as independent parameters. The rig consisted of common 
base and rear plates upon which different nozzle blocks and side rails could be 
attached, figure 3.10. A 1 mm thick plastic sheet was sandwiched between the base 
plate and the nozzle block and then curved round the side rails to form a cylindrical 
surface over which the jet developed. A range of different side rails were made to 
provide a range of wall radii, figure 3.11. The rails could be mounted either way up 
to form positive or negative curvature.
The wall jet was produced by accelerating high pressure air from the shop supply 
through a simple two dimensional nozzle and ejecting it parallel to the surface of the 
curved plastic sheet, figure 3.12. Four different nozzle blocks were made allowing a 
range of jet aspect ratios between 6  and 360, figure 3.13. The area of the jet was, 
however, the same for all four nozzle blocks so that the jet massflow was uniquely 
related to the nozzle pressure ratio.
A basic design requirement for the nozzle blocks is that the flow at the jet exit should 
be uniform. This was achieved by the use of a plenum chamber with a diffuser screen 
(figure 3.10) and a minimum nozzle contraction ratio of 10. This minimum 
contraction ratio occurred for the aspect ratio 5.625 nozzle block. The aspect ratio 360 
nozzle block, for which flow uniformity across the length of the slot was more
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*important, had a contraction ratio of 1 0 0 .
A further question arises as to whether the jet is laminar or turbulent at the nozzle 
exit. This depends on both the geometry of the nozzle and the Reynolds number of 
the flow. For example, with a large contraction ratio nozzle, it may be possible to 
achieve a laminar jet at high Reynolds number. For all the surface flow visualisation 
experiments reported in Chapter 4, the nozzle pressure ratio was large enough such 
that the jet was either turbulent at the nozzle exit or transitioned to turbulence within 
a few slot heights downstream of the exit.
3.6 WIND TUNNEL MODEL
3.6.1 Model Design
The following specification was drawn up to define a wind tunnel model that was able 
to fulfil the requirements of the research programme at the same time as being 
relatively straight-forward to fabricate:
□ Simple geometry representative of current combat aircraft
□ Modular construction, i.e. interchangeable wings,tail plane, fin, nose cone
□ Large enough to contain the 6  component balance, pressure tubing and plenum 
supply pipes within the fuselage
□ Small enough to prevent excessive tunnel wall interference
□ Nose cone removable without having to disassemble rest of model
□ Access to balance whilst model is mounted in tunnel
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□ Light weight
The final model design is shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15. The shape of the model 
was determined by conducting a parametric study of current combat aircraft to 
determine characteristic geometric ratios, Table 3.4. By taking a rough average of 
these ratios a generic type combat aircraft was defined, Table 3.4 bottom row. Of the 
aircraft listed, the model is most similar to the F/A-18 (aside from the fact that the 
F/A-18 has twin fins). This turned out to be fortuitous since recently there have been 
a number of full and sub scale trials of forebody blowing on an F/A-18 and a useful 
comparison of data may be made.
The nose cone fineness ratio (ratio of length to diameter) of 4 is slightly higher than 
that of most of the comparison aircraft. This higher value was chosen to increase the 
magnitude of the out-of-plane side forces due to forebody vortex asymmetry, thus 
making them easier to measure accurately.
The tangent ogive shape of the nose cone was chosen as suitable representation of a 
typical fighter forebody shape. The profile is given by:
where L  is the length of the nose cone, R  is the base radius, x  is distance from the 
apex, r  is the local radius and F  is given by:
The model is constructed from 3.65 mm sheet aluminium flying surfaces and a 70 mm 
diameter extruded aluminium tube fuselage with a wall thickness of 3 mm. The wing 
is mounted just below the centre line of the fuselage, with the balance passing over 





figure 3.16. The top half of the fuselage is fixed to the wing by means of a pair of 
‘L’ sections and can be removed to provide access to the balance, figure 3.17.
Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the model mounted on the high angle of attack pitch rig 
in the 2.1 m by 1.5 m working section of the wind tunnel.
3.6.2 Nose Cone Fabrication
3.6.2.1 Perspex Nose Cone
The initial nose cone designed for the wind tunnel model was made up of three 
sections machined from perspex, figure 3.20. The centre section was divided into two 
plenum chambers, which supplied air to port and starboard slots formed from a thin 
plastic material called ‘Plasticard’. The slot height was set by bonding 0.2 mm spacers 
between the slot lip and the side of the nose cone, figure 3.21.
This nose cone also had pressure tappings at three stations along its length, with each 
station containing 24 pressure taps spaced at 15° intervals. The pressure taps were 
made by bonding 2  mm outside diameter vinyl tubing directly into appropriately sized 
holes. The tubes were then trimmed flush with the surface using a razor blade.
3.6.2.2 Vacuum Formed Nose Cone
After the first series of wind tunnel tests, a need was identified for an experiment to 
systematically determine the effects of slot geometry and location. This would have 
been difficult with the original nose cone with the fixed slot so a new, simpler design 
was developed that enabled many different slot configurations to be set up on the same 
nose cone, figure 3.22.
The main body of this nose cone is made from a pair of 1 mm thick vacuum formed 
plastic shells, figure 3.23. The slot is created by cutting two slits at either end of the
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upper most shell and forming the tab so produced to a tighter radius than the rest of 
the shell, the slot is then set up by drawing the tab in the upper shell towards the slot 
lip (formed by the lower shell) using a number of self-tapping, 1  mm diameter 
screws.
The core of the nose cone creates a large plenum chamber which is fed with high 
pressure air from a central tube perforated with numerous holes. This ensured that 
there was an even distribution of total pressure along the length of the slot. The 
vacuum formed shell assembly fits tightly over the end plug mounted in the fuselage 
and is secured in place by means of insulating tape.
During the development work for the new nose cone there was a high degree of trial 
and error involved since it was very hard to predict the behaviour of the thin plastic 
shells without actually making them. A particularly difficult problem was that of 
getting the right amount of stiffness in the tab cut-out: too little and the slot would be 
permanently closed, too much and the slot lip became distorted. In the end a fine 
balance was achieved between the lengths of the slits at either end of the tab and the 
radius to which it was formed and very satisfactory results were obtained.
Another problem concerned the location of the adjusting screws. From surface oil 
flow experiments, it had been found that inappropriate positioning of the screws could 
cause massive disturbances in the jet sheet downstream of the exit plane and in the 
worst case the jet would break up in to a number of segments marked out by the 
positions of the adjusting screws. This was clearly unacceptable and experiments were 
performed to try and find a way of minimising the disturbance caused by the screws. 
Eventually it was discovered that by placing the screws approximately 5 slot heights 
from the slot lip, and ensuring that the slot contraction continued after the screws, that 
the effect of their presence was minimal and could not be detected in the downstream 
surface oil flow patterns. Whilst doing these experiments it was observed that the flow 
disturbances originating from small burrs around the screw holes and on the slot lip 
became massively amplified as the jet developed, and could have global effects on the 
properties of the jet as a whole. For this reason great care had to taken to ensure that
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the screw holes were made as tidily as possible and that the slot lip was cut very 
accurately.
Three separate nose cones were made for the second series of wind tunnel tests: a 
single port slot model, a single starboard slot model and a model with a port and 
starboard slot. The single slot models were used to investigate the effect of slot 
angular position and once the optimum had been found the two slot model was made. 
This model had a single plenum chamber like the single slot models and the unused 
slot had to be blocked off. The variables describing slot geometry and location are 
shown in figure 3.24. Variables x  and f were varied by partitioning the slot in to a 
number of sections and blocking off the parts not required. The slot angular position 
was varied by rotating the nose cone assembly relative to the fuselage.
A cylindrical version of the vacuum formed nose cone was built for the purposes of 
exploratory water tank flow visualisation studies, figure 3.25. Since the kinematic 
viscosity of water is approximately 15 times smaller than that of air, high jet Reynolds 
numbers can be achieved in water tank tests at jet velocities appreciably smaller than 
those in the equivalent test in air. This makes visualisation of the flow structures 
within the jet much easier.
3.7 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
A block diagram of the data acquisition system used during the wind tunnel test 
programme is shown in figure 3.26. The system was based around a Data Translation 
DT2821 board in a Dell 310 PC. The DT2821 is a programmable analogue and digital 
I/O board with up to 16 analogue to digital input channels, 16 digital I/O lines and 
2 digital to analogue output channels. Signals from the balance and pressure 
transducers were amplified before going to the I/O board using a rack of in-house 
designed amplifier cards, which also had on board passive low-pass filtering facilities.
The data acquisition process was controlled by a user-friendly wind tunnel test
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program called Rigtest 4 .196 which combined rig control and data acquisition 
functions. The experimental set up and runtime graphics options for the program were 
input by means of configuration files read from disk. These configuration files could 
be edited with any ASCII text editor and provided a very flexible means of tailoring 
the acquisition system to the needs of a particular experiment.
A typical test run during the wind tunnel test programme would be as follows:
1) Boot up computer, run Rigtest
2) Load configuration and display files relevant to particular test
3) Take wind off zeroes
4) Run wind tunnel up to speed
5) Initiate ‘take data’ routine on Rigtest
6 ) Input required angle of attack
7) Set blowing levels
8 ) Sample data
9) Observe data point on graph display
If good, carry on; else go back to 6 ) or 7)
10) Save data point to file
11) Go back to 6 ) until test is finished
12) Quit Rigtest
After testing, data files were directly imported in to a graph plotting and basic data 
manipulation package called SigmaPlot where the data was further reduced and could 
be output as a hard copy on an inkjet printer.
3.8 DATA REDUCTION
3.8.1 Reference Pressure 
Pressure, force/moment and jet blowing level data was normalised by the tunnel
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centreline dynamic pressure, q. This was determined from the static pressure 
difference between a tapping in the roof of the working section and the start of the 
contraction:
<3 7 >
where k is a calibration constant ( = 0.83 Pa/V), and is the analogue voltage 
output from a micromanometer measuring the tunnel reference pressure difference.
3.8.2 Aerodynamic Coefficients
Force, moment and pressure coefficients are defined in the conventional form:
Cz = A
z q s
Cy = —  
r q S
c = _A_
L q S c  (3-8)
C = NV IT'N q S c
r  -  p ' p • 
p ”  ^
Note that because of the sting balance arrangement data is presented in body axes 
rather than wind axes.
3.8.3 Blowing Coefficients
Blowing level can be quantified in terms of a mass flow coefficient, Ce, or a 
momentum coefficient, CM. For boundary layer suction work81 it would appear that CQ 
is the most appropriate parameter. For blown flaps and circulation control aerofoils
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the most appropriate parameter is C„21. At present there is some controversy over 
which parameter is most appropriate to Tangential Forebody Blowing97. This will be 
discussed further in Chapter 4.
3.8.3.1 Mass Flow Coefficient
CQ is defined as
^  = JetMassFlow _ ( 3  9 ^
Q Free Stream Mass Flow
With no leakage, the mass flow in the jet is equal to the mass flow at any point in the 
air supply, thus
cn = (3.10)
0  p « 'W K-
where x indicates a particular measurement station.
For the present work the supply volume flow
V = A,VX (3.11)
was measured using the in-line rotameter. The flow velocity was sufficiently low in 
the rotameter that compressibility effects can be ignored and px = p . .  Equation 3.10 
then simplifies to
c «  = - T V  ( 3 1 2 )A r e f V ~
3 .8 .3.2 Momentum Coefficient
The jet momentum coefficient is defined as
2
^  = JetMomentum _ PjAj Vj (3.13)
14 Free Stream Momentum
By suitable approximations, this may be determined from the plenum static pressure.
Writing Bernoulli’s equation for incompressible flow in the jet nozzle gives
pp + —pVp = P„ + — p v f  + NozzleLosses (3.14)
With a well designed nozzle and plenum chamber, the nozzle losses should be small 





Substituting equation 3.16 into equation 3.13 gives
7.A c
C = — j ppUn (3.17)
* A
A r e f
where
= f  <3 1 8 >
Assuming a uniform velocity distribution at the slot exit, i.e. zero wall boundary layer 
thickness, is equal to the geometric area of the slot exit:
4  -  Ageom = t h  (3.19)





where CD is a discharge coefficient. For a well designed nozzle and slot, and a 
turbulent jet, CD is typically of the order of 0.8.
Slot discharge coefficients may be determined from the jet volume flow and jet 
velocity:
A problem arises if the blowing slot distorts when pressurised. It was found that the 
slots on the vacuum formed nose cone opened up by approximately 0.05 mm at high 
blowing levels. For a slot height of 0.5 mm this gives a 10% increase in slot area. 
For smaller slot heights the problem is more severe. For this reason it was convenient 
to eliminate from the derivation of C,. This can be done by using a combination 
of the plenum pressure and volume flow rate for the derivation:
Substituting
V (3.22)








At a typical test condition of V. = 22 m/s and C„ = 0.01, Vj = 70 m/s and 
Afy = 0.28, the assumption of incompressibility used in the derivation of equation 
3.25 means that the measured value of CM will be approximately 2% higher than the 
actual.
At a typical full scale flight Mach number of 0.3 and with relatively small, high 
pressure slots, it is likely that Mj will be sonic. In that case accurate values of C„ will 
have to be obtained from a compressible analysis of the flow in the nozzle.
3.9 WIND TUNNEL CORRECTIONS
Aerodynamic forces and moments acting on a wind tunnel model are to some extent 
influenced by the fact that the model and its support structure are being tested in a 
finite volume of moving fluid bounded by solid walls. Wind tunnel corrections are 
applied to measured force and moment data to try and compensate for these non-ideal 
test conditions and to obtain results that are closer to the true free flight values. 




4) Support Deflection, and
5) Buoyancy
These are described in detail by Rae and Pope98.
Model blockage may be divided into solid blockage and wake blockage. Solid 
blockage is essentially due to the physical volume of the model and is independent of 
angle of attack. Wake blockage, on the other hand, is primarily due to the drag on the
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model and is dependent on angle of attack. At high angles of attack, wake blockage 
makes by far the largest contribution to the overall blockage. An additional 
complexity arises for vortical flows at high angles of attack since blockage tends to 
modify vortex burst positions99,100. This can have a large effect on the measured force 
moment characteristics of a model. A review of wind tunnel data on delta wings at 
high angles of attack has been made by Greenwell101. This study concludes that 
although no systematic guidelines to determine maximum model size have been 
developed, a model planform area to wind tunnel cross sectional area ratio of around 
5% seems to be generally accepted as offering a reasonable compromise. In the 
present investigation, the model planform area to wind tunnel cross sectional area ratio 
is 4.8% and it was thus assumed that blockage effects would not affect trends 
observed in the model force and moment data.
Minimum clearance between the tunnel walls and model is reached at 90° angle of 
attack. In this case the tip of the nose cone is 0.5 m (two nose cone lengths) from the 
side of the tunnel. Comparison with other model arrangements for wind tunnel studies 
of forebody flows suggest this is sufficient clearance to make wall interference 
corrections unnecessary.
Flow distortion at the rear of the model was caused by the support frames of the high 
angle of attack pitch rig. This was most significant at low angles of attack. However, 
since over 90% of the control yawing moment from tangential forebody blowing 
arises from changes in the forebody flowfield, flow distortion at the rear of the model 
was not a significant issue.
Some pitch deflection of the model was expected due to flexibility of the high angle 
of attack pitch rig and balance. It was estimated that at the maximum normal force 
condition (90p angle of attack) the pitch deflection was approximately 1°.
Buoyancy effects are caused by pressure gradients in the tunnel working section. 
These are typically relevant when there is a longitudinal pressure gradient in the 
working section and very accurate drag forces are required. This is not the case in the
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present investigation.
On balance, it was felt that there would be no significant improvement in quality of 
the test data through use of wind tunnel corrections. Thus the force and moment data 
presented in this thesis are in an uncorrected form.
3.10 ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY
Throughout the experiments described in this thesis the emphasis has been on 
experimental consistency rather than experimental accuracy. This is because the focus 
of the work is on identifying and understanding trends in the aerodynamics, rather 
than quantifying them.
For a typical measurement of a blown yawing moment at a given angle of attack, the 
associated systematic errors are estimated to be:
Angle of attack ±  1°
Blowing Coefficient ±5%
Yawing Moment Coefficient ±5%
Random errors due to electrical noise in the instrumentation system are small for the 
angle of attack and blowing coefficients measurements (rms error < 1 % of full scale 
readings). Electrical noise from the balance instrumentation, however, was more 
significant. Typically the rms error in the yawing moment signal was 10% of the full 
scale reading.
The most serious source of random errors was yaw oscillation of the model due to 
unsteady vortex shedding from the forebody. Figure 3.27 shows a typical unblown 
yawing moment response for the model over an angle of attack range from 0 to 90°. 
At low angles of attack the model is steady and the error bars on the data points are 
due to electrical noise. At around 40° angle of attack the model suffers from quite
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severe yaw oscillations (typically +2° at 5 Hz) and the rms error in the yawing 
moment signal is large (50% of full scale reading). The yaw oscillations tended to be 
fairly regular and by sampling the yawing moment for half a second at 1 kHz, highly 
repeatable results were obtained. Tests done at speeds where the vibration levels were 
much lower showed similar yawing moment responses. This suggested that the model 
oscillation was not having a dominant effect on the forebody aerodynamics.
X Y Z L M
+/-90 +/-130 + 1330 +/-6.78 +/-34.0
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Figure 3.17 View o f Model with Fuselage Lid Removed
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Figure 3.23 Exploded View o f Vacuum Formed Nose Cone




Figure 3.24 Variables Describing Slot Geometry and Location
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CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter data is presented from tests on the curved wall jet rig and the generic 
combat aircraft wind tunnel model. The chapter begins by examining the 
three-dimensional fluid dynamics of curved wall jet flows. The basic flow topology 
is defined and the effects of slot aspect ratio, wall radius and jet Reynolds number are 
discussed. In Section 4.3 baseline, unblown force and moment data is presented for 
the wind tunnel model. This is followed by presentation of blown forces and moments 
in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the interaction between wall jet and forebody 
flowfields and suggests a mechanism for the control reversal which occurs at low 
blowing rates. The effects of slot geometry and location on blowing control 
performance are examined in Section 4.6. Finally, the chapter ends with a discussion 
of aerodynamic scaling and an example calculation of a typical air massflow required 
for application of slot blowing to a full-scale aircraft.
Unless otherwise stated, all wind tunnel force/moment data originate from the vacuum 
formed nose cone with both port and starboard full length slots located at 90° from the 
windward generator (x=30mm, 240mm, 0=900. All pressure data was produced
from the perspex nose cone. Since the force data and pressure data comes from two 
different models there is inevitably some discrepancy between the data sets. The 
general agreement is, however, good enough to illustrate the origin of forebody side 
forces.




As an initial example, consider results of experiments with an aspect ratio 360 jet (i.e. 
slot aspect ratio = 360) developing over a wall of radius 70 mm.
A section through the centre of the jet illuminated by a laser light sheet is shown in 
figure 4.1, accompanied by an explanatory sketch in figure 4.2. The jet is made 
visible by the entrainment of oil vapour smoke introduced near the slot exit, which, 
due to the very high turbulence levels, is rapidly distributed throughout the whole of 
the jet.
At the flow section considered, the jet separates from the surface approximately 120° 
from the slot exit. The separation is accompanied by an increase in spreading rate and 
unsteadiness of the jet. Note that to obtain quantitative measurements of the jet 
spreading rate, the rate of change of y^2 with distance from the jet exit is needed. This 
can only be determined from velocity profile measurements. It may be possible, 
however, to ‘calibrate’ smoke entrainment photographs against jets for which the 
velocity profiles are known, giving an empirical relationship between y^ 2 and the 
smoke-entrained width of the jet. This technique would probably be successful at 
higher jet speeds where the rate of mixing of the smoke due to natural diffusion is 
small compared to the turbulent mixing within the jet.
Looking at transverse sections through the jet, figure 4.3, it is evident that the 
flowfield is highly three-dimensional, and that the centreline case discussed above is 
a special case in which the flow is only quasi two-dimensional. The lack of 
two-dimensionality is caused by the edges of the jet sheet rolling up to form a pair of 
vortices which grow in strength and converge as the jet develops. The convergence 
of the vortices is associated with a narrowing of the region of jet flow attached to the 
surface. Maximum angular attachment of the jet is achieved at the jet centreline.
Referring back to figures 4.1 and 4.2, it is apparent that the observed increase in 
spreading rate and unsteadiness of the jet beyond the separation point is due to the
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convergence of the jet edge shear layers with the jet centreline. This also accounts for 
the marked decrease in smoke intensity beyond the jet separation point since there is 
now a large increase in the lateral mixing of the jet due to the availability of spanwise 
fluid transport by the edge vortices.
Figure 4.4 shows water tank flow visualisation of the jet flow from the vacuum 
formed slot rig. In this experiment, dye (poster paint mixed with water) is introduced 
at the two ends of the slot and is subsequently rapidly entrained in to the edges of the 
jet. Although the jet flow is highly turbulent, a definite vortical structure is evident 
at jet edges. As the flow develops round the cylinder, the diameter of these jet edge 
vortices increases and they converge towards the centreline of the jet.
Combining the results from laser light sheet work on the variable geometry slot rig 
and water tank experiments with the vacuum formed slot rig, a highly 
three-dimensional picture of the wall jet flow emerges, figure 4.5. An additional 
feature shown in this figure is the presence of counter-rotating vortices embedded in 
the coherent jet sheet flow. These vortex pairs are usually associated with some form 
of disturbance upstream, such as a physical excrescence on the wall surface or, more 
often, a non-uniformity in the spanwise velocity distribution at the slot exit. This 
problem was mentioned in Chapter 3 in relation to the adjusting screws set in the 
vacuum formed slot, which if placed too close to the slot lip, cause a disturbance 
large enough to split the jet sheet. In this case the counter-rotating vortex pair 
downstream of the adjusting screw are essentially the roll-up vortices associated with 
the two free edges created by the splitting action of the disturbance.
The process of jet splitting results in a cellular type break-up of the jet sheet and may 
limit the amount of jet attachment possible for a given wall/slot geometry. For 
example, if the plenum conditions are poor and the slot exit badly designed, the 
resulting jet sheet is likely to rapidly break-up in to a number of cells. In this case the 
jet will probably separate from the surface a small distance downstream of the exit 
plane.
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The problem of obtaining the maximum amount of jet attachment for a 
three-dimensional wall jet is fundamental to the design of an efficient slot installation 
on an aircraft forebody. This will be discussed further in Section 4.2.2 with relation 
to the effect of changing slot length and wall radius.
4 .2 .1 .2  Surface Flow Patterns
Figure 4.6 shows a photograph of the surface oil flow pattern for the 360 aspect ratio 
jet developing over a 70 mm radius wall. An explanatory sketch is shown in figure 
4.7. Note that the plastic sheet forming the wall of the slot rig has been released from 
the side rails and laid out flat for the photograph. This removes the distortion 
associated with perspective and makes analysis of the flow pattern easier.
The oil flow pattern is interpreted as follows: without any blowing, a mixture of 
titanium dioxide, oleic acid and paraffin provides a thin white covering over the wall 
surface, which has been sprayed black. When the blowing is turned on, oil is 
transported away from the regions where the surface shear stress is high, revealing the 
dark surface beneath. Lower levels of surface shear stress lead to partial transport of 
the oil and the surface becomes grey-coloured or streaked.
Two main regions may be identified in surface oil flow pattern made by the jet:
1) A main ogive-shaped central region produced by the strong shearing action of 
the attached jet flow, and
2) An outer region of streaklines produced by the secondary flow being entrained 
into the jet.
Considering the central attached jet flow region, a series of streaks perpendicular to 
the slot can seen, some of which start at the slot exit and end up at the ogive 
separation boundary. The orientation of the streaks perpendicular to the slot suggests 
that, to a first approximation, the velocity distribution along the slot exit is uniform.
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However, the fact that streaks form, implies small-scale non-uniformities in the jet 
sheet, and it is believed that the streaks are in fact weak separation/attachment lines 
resulting from longitudinal vortices embedded in the flow, figure 4.8. It appears that 
vortices are formed where ever there is a discontinuity in the jet. The edges of the slot 
constitute a massive discontinuity and give rise to the well defined jet edge vortices. 
Smaller discontinuities, for example due non-uniformity in the total pressure 
distribution along the length of the slot, give rise to relatively weak embedded 
vortices.
Edge entrainment velocities for this slot/wall configuration are typically an order of 
magnitude less than the jet velocity and the surface oil flow pattern around the central 
attached flow region is quite hard to determine. The sketch in figure 4.7 illustrates the 
approximate orientation of the surface streak lines in the edge entrainment region. As 
the jet develops the attached flow region diminishes and the entrained flow region 
expands. Note that at the convergence of the ogive-shaped attached flow boundaries 
the surface streaklines in the entrained flow region are in a sense opposite to that of 
the main jet flow. This results in an abrupt separation of the jet from the wall.
4.2 .2  Effect o f Slot and Wall Geometry
4.2.2.1 Overview
When the wall jet rig was being designed, it was believed that the key parameters 
defining a three-dimensional wall jet flow were slot aspect ratio, Hh, and wall radius 
r. Initial experiments, however, showed that the dominant parameter was Hr. 
Unfortunately with the rig as it was designed, this parameter could not be varied 
independently, and thus its effect has to be deduced from tests where more than one 
parameter is varying at one time. None the less, the experiments reported below give 
some important insights in to the behaviour of wall jets under different geometric 
conditions and provide guidelines for designing efficient slot installations.
4.2 .2 .2  Effect of Slot Aspect Ratio
Figure 4.9 shows surface flow visualisation results for jets of differing aspect ratio 
developing over a wall of 70 mm radius. The scale at the bottom of the page 
corresponds to the distance round the surface from the slot exit, 5 ,  
non-dimensionalised by the wall radius, giving an angular displacement. In each of 
the tests the slot area and the volume flow through the slot are the same, which leads 
to constant jet momentum.
From these photographs, a number of trends in flow pattern for decreasing slot aspect 
ratio emerge:
1) The ogive shape of the attached jet flow region is basically unchanged,
2) The area of the attached flow region decreases,
3) The maximum angular attachment of the jet decreases,
4) The area of the entrained flow region increases in relation to the attached flow
region, and
5) Streaklines in the attached flow region become less apparent.
It is quite hard to draw definite conclusions from these observations since for a fixed 
slot area, decreasing slot aspect ratio with a constant wall radius causes t /r  to decrease 
and hlr to increase. However, if a metric for defining wall jet efficiency is based on 
the maximum angular attachment attained, then it is clear that long slots are more 
efficient than shorter ones. Bearing in mind that the effect of slot length is normally 
ignored when designing slot installations, this conclusion is less trivial than it might 
first appear. In particular, the full scale tests of slot blowing on an F/A-1889, used a 
slot that was divided up into a number of small segments so that they could be 
individually controlled. This in effect meant that rather than producing a continuous 
jet sheet, similar to figure 4.9a, a number of smaller side by side jets were produced, 
similar to figure 4.9d. This may have seriously reduced the efficiency of the control 
device.
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Point 5 mentioned above is probably an effect of the size of the non-uniformities at 
the jet exit compared to the slot height, i.e. 6/h, where 6  is a suitable length scale of 
the non-uniformities. Increasing the slot aspect ratio for a fixed slot area reduces h 
and also makes it harder to achieve uniform flow at the slot exit, due to the increased 
impact of manufacturing tolerances and the increased difficulty of providing uniform 
plenum conditions. This means that d/h is likely to increase as the slot aspect ratio 
increases. Subsequently the jet sheet from a high aspect ratio slot is more likely to 
suffer from spanwise instabilities and separate due to a cellular type breakup. Thus 
for a given slot area the optimum length slot will be arrived at by trade-off between 
spanwise instability effects and benefits of increased angular attachment.
4.2.2.3 Effect o f Wall Radius
Figure 4.10 shows surface oil flow patterns for an aspect ratio 360jet developing over 
walls of radius 35, 70, 140 and 280 mm. These tests show the effect of decreasing 
t /r  and decreasing hlr for a constant length slot. Note that the change in wall radius 
between tests means that the horizontal scale is different in each photograph. By 
measuring off the region of attached flow as a function of distance from the slot exit, 
s, the data may be ‘re-plotted’ to the same angular scale, figure 4.11. Comparison of 
figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that although a jet of low Hr may achieve an extended 
attachment in terms of s/f, a high degree of angular attachment, which is more 
important for separation control applications, is achieved with a large Hr.
The surface oil flow patterns for an aspect ratio 22.5 jet developing over walls of 
different curvature is shown in figure 4.12. Note that the wall in figure 4.12c is of 
infinite curvature, i.e. a flat plate, and that in figure 4.12d the wall has negative 
radius, i.e. concave curvature.
As the wall curvature decreases the distinction between the attached flow and 
entrained flow regions becomes less defined, and in the flat plate case the jet 
essentially becomes homogenous. It appears that for walls of high curvature the 
roll-up of the edges of the jet is rapid, giving rise to clearly defined separation lines
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and intense edge vortices. As the wall curvature decreases, the tendency for roll-up 
of the edges of the jet decreases and the associated separation is weak. In the case of 
the flat plate, no roll-up of the jet edge occurs and the jet spreads in a manner similar 
to that of a free air jet.
The concave curvature result, figure 4.12d, shows some features not seen in the 
convex curvature results. The most obvious difference is the presence of wave crest 
structures at the downstream end of the jet. These crests arise as result of the action 
of gravity forces on the oil displaced by the jet. With convex curvature, gravity forces 
on the oil act in the same sense as the surface shear stress produced by the jet, and 
are not apparent in the flow visualisation results. However, for convex curvature, 
gravity forces oppose the jet shear stress and an equilibrium condition can arise in 
which there is no net force acting on a particle of oil, despite the local surface shear 
being finite. In this case, oil tends to build up to form the crests seen in figure 4 .12d. 
In hindsight, this problem could have been avoided simply by turning the slot rig up 
side down to do the convex curvature experiments.
A further difference lies in the feathering of the edges of the main attached flow 
region of the convex jet. It is possible that this is the result of Taylor-Gortler vortices 
which form in flows with convex curvature, e.g. the underside of a highly cambered 
aerofoil. However it is more likely that it is due to the massive spanwise spreading 
of the jet. This increase in the spanwise spreading rate is caused by the increase in 
static pressure in the centre of the jet, compared to the static pressure in the 
surroundings, due to the convex curvature. Increasing convex curvature leads to 
increases in positive pressure within the jet and further increases in the spanwise 
spreading rate of the jet.
4.2.3 Summary of Slot Aspect Ratio and Wall Radius Effects
Figure 4.13 shows all the surface flow visualisation results from the variable geometry 
slot rig on a single page. The results are laid out in a matrix arrangement with 
changing aspect ratio in the horizontal direction and changing wall radius in the
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vertical direction. The top left hand corner is a low aspect ratio jet on a surface of 
large positive curvature (small wall radius), whereas the bottom right hand comer is 
a high aspect ratio jet on a surface of zero curvature. The two pictures in the very 
bottom row are results for negative surface curvature. It is worth recalling that the 
area of the jet is the same in each case.
As a general observation it may be noted that the results are continuous, i.e. that the 
jet behaviour changes in a gradual way between quite different slot and wall 
geometries. In particular the change from positive to negative wall curvature does not 
radically alter the behaviour of the jet. As far as the author is aware, there have been 
no published numerical studies of the behaviour of quiescent, three-dimensional wall 
jets. Since the results are continuous, a single model for all the different 
configurations should suffice. However, it would be interesting to see what level of 
modelling is required to predict the behaviour of jets over a large range of slot/wall 
geometries and to capture the wealth of flow detail shown in figure 4.13.
4.2.3 Effect o f Jet Reynolds Number
Figure 4.14 shows laser light sheet through the centre of an aspect ratio 360 jet 
developing over a wall of radius 70 mm for three different jet Reynolds number 
regimes.
In figure 4.14a the jet velocity is of the order of 1 m/s corresponding to a jet 
Reynolds number {Re) of lxlO6. Under these conditions, the jet separates from the 
surface at approximately 80° from the jet exit, and is essentially laminar up to this 
point. Increasing Re} by an order of magnitude, figure 4 .14b, moves the turbulence 
transition point to with in a few tens of slot heights of the jet exit, and extends the 
attachment of the jet up to about 120°. An increase of the jet velocity to approximately 
100 m/s, figure 4 .14c, causes transition to occur almost immediately downstream of 
the slot and the region of attached jet flow is extended to approximately ISO9.
Further increases in the jet Reynolds number beyond approximately 1x10® do not
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appear to alter the profile of the jet or extend the amount of attached flow. The value 
of this critical Rej for a two-dimensional jet is given in ref 16 is 4x l0 \ At present it 
is not clear whether the discrepancy arises from a weakness in the jet Reynolds 
number definition (equation 1.3) or the presence of three-dimensional effects.
In terms of practical blowing slot installations on aircraft forebodies, the jet Reynolds 
numbers associated with typical levels of blowing are of the order of lxlO 10 and thus 
it is likely that jet Reynolds number effects will not be significant at full-scale. 
However during the sub-scale wind tunnel tests in the present investigation, high jet 
momentum coefficients were achieved at a relatively low jet velocity of 50 m/s and 
it is likely that jet Reynolds number effects are significant. Note however that control 
reversal at low blowing rates (Section 4.4.5), i.e. low jet Reynolds numbers, has been 
observed during full scale tests and thus is probably not a jet Reynolds number effect.
4.3 GENERIC COMBAT AIRCRAFT: UNBLOWN RESULTS
4.3.1 Longitudinal Forces and Moments
Attention will now be focused on the results from wind tunnel tests on the generic 
combat aircraft model.
The normal force acting on the wind tunnel model over an angle of attack range from 
0 to 90° is shown in figure 4.15. Note that the bevelled leading edge of the wing gives 
an effective camber of approximately -0.5% and an expected zero lift incidence of 
approximately +0.25°. This is too small to show up in the normal force characteristic. 
From 0 to about 20° alpha the normal force increases approximately linearly with 
angle of attack giving an initial lift curve slope of 2.9. In this region, the LEX and 
wing leading edge vortices are highly stable and breakdown does not occur until some 
way downstream of the model. As the angle of attack increases beyond about 20° the 
normal force curve begins to flatten out, corresponding to breakdown of the leading 
edge or LEX vortices moving upstream of the wing trailing edge. From flow
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visualisation studies it was observed that by about 25° angle of attack the burst point 
of the wing leading edge vortices had reached the wing crank, however the vortices 
emanating from the more highly swept LEXs remained coherent up to an alpha of 
approximately 45°. The angle of attack at which the LEX vortex burst reaches the 
apex of the LEX marks the stall point of the wing. Above this angle of attack the flow 
in the lee of the wing is generally unsteady and no coherent vortical structures are 
present. Referring to figure 4.13, it can be seen that there is a small increase in 
normal force between a = 45° and 90°. This is largely due to an increase in the lower 
surface pressure as a result of the wing being more nearly aligned perpendicular to the 
free-stream.
The solid lines in figure 4.15 show the normal force acting on the model resolved in 
the lift and drag senses. Note that for a more accurate measure of lift and drag, the 
normal and axial forces on the model must be resolved, however for angles of attack 
above about 5° the axial force is at least two orders of magnitude less than the normal 
force and may be ignored without affecting the overall form of the lift and drag 
curves.
The lift coefficient increases with angle of attack up to a maximum at alpha=35°. 
Beyond this angle of attack the lift coefficient steadily decreases, however the classic 
sharp drop-off in lift encountered when an unswept wing stalls is not experienced and 
useful lift coefficients are generated up to much higher angles of attack. Beyond 45° 
alpha the drag force becomes larger than the lift force and may be used to advantage 
in manoeuvres requiring a high degree of braking in the flight path direction.
The pitching moment curve for the wind tunnel model is shown in figure 4.16. Note 
that the pitching moment shown is that about the balance centre. The very small 
amount of wing camber means that the pitching moment at zero lift ( a = 0 °) is very 
close to zero. As the angle of attack increases, the pitching moment becomes 
increasingly negative (i.e. nose-down). This is because the line of action of the normal 
force is aft of the balance centre. At, for example, 40° angle of attack, Cz=1.5 and 
CM=-0.23. This gives
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^  = -0.15 (4.1)
c Cz
i.e. the longitudinal centre of pressure lies approximately 0.05 m behind the balance 
centre.
4 .3 .2  Lateral Forces and Moments
Side force, yawing moment and rolling moment data for the model is shown in 
figure 4.17. The side force and yawing moment results can be correlated with the 
three types of forebody vortex configuration shown in figure 1.12. For angles of 
attack up to 25° the vortices are steady and symmetric resulting in zero lateral forces 
and moments. Between 25° and 65° a steady asymmetric vortex pattern appears leading 
to the generation of large out-of-plane forces. At an angle of attack of 48° the yawing 
moment reverses sign, consistent with the forebody vortex pair switching to a mirror 
image configuration. Beyond 65° angle of attack the flow is dominated by periodic 
vortex shedding and the time-averaged side force and yawing moment tend towards 
zero.
Flow visualisation of asymmetric forebody vortex arrangement on the wind tunnel 
model at 40° angle of attack is shown in figure 4.18. The image was captured on 
video from laser light sheet/smoke experiments and a photograph taken of a still on 
the video monitor. The image is shown as a negative such that the black background 
is white and the lighter coloured smoke is black. Although the image lacks detail, the 
asymmetric arrangement of the forebody vortex cores and asymmetry in the crossflow 
separation lines can be inferred. In particular, it may be noted that the port side 
forebody vortex is in a high position and the starboard vortex is in the low position. 
Also the starboard vortex is located further inboard compared to the port vortex. This 
vortex arrangement corresponds to forebody side force to starboard (positive) and 
hence a positive yawing moment. .
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Deflecting the rudder of the model ±30° produces a i Q o f  ±0.075 at zero angle of 
attack. This control power remains constant up to approximately 25° angle of attack, 
after which it begins to decrease. Beyond an angle of attack of about 40° the rudder 
power reduces to zero due to the shielding effect of the fuselage and wing. Note that 
above 35° angle of attack the destabilising yawing moments generated by the forebody 
flow asymmetry are larger than the restoring moment available from the rudder.
Tests with the fin on and off at zero rudder deflection over the whole angle of attack 
range showed that the fin made no steady state contribution to the zero sideslip side 
forces and moments. This implies that steady state asymmetries in the forebody 
flowfield do not produce steady state asymmetries in the flow at the rear of the model. 
However, the highly unsteady nature of the flow at the rear of the model meant that 
the fin experienced quite a high degree of buffeting which introduced significant 
unsteady yawing moments. For this reason all further tests were performed with the 
fin removed.
The rolling moment on the model is zero apart from between 20° and 35° alpha and 
for a very small region at 45°. Flow visualisation studies have shown that these 
regions mark the beginning and end of a larger region in which the forebody and LEX 
flowfields are coupled and that asymmetric forebody vortices lead to asymmetric 
bursting of the LEX vortices, figure 4.19. Resulting asymmetric pressure distributions 
on the wing upper surface lead to the observed rolling moments, which may be quite 
large compared to the rolling moment available from the ailerons. Note that 
asymmetries introduced into the forebody flowfield through the application of blowing 
will also produce asymmetries in the LEX vortex burst points. This can have an 
important effect on the aircraft response to blowing control inputs and will be 
discussed further in section 4.4.2.
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4.3.3 Unblown Pressure Distributions
Figure 4.20 shows a pressure distribution round the forebody for the aft pressure 
tapping station at an angle of attack of 40p. Note that 40p angle of attack produces a 
maximum out-of-plane side force. Also shown on this graph is a theoretical potential 
flow pressure distribution for a cylinder skewed 40° to the free stream, given by 
equation 4.2 below102.
Cp = sin2a ( l - 4 c o s 20 )  (4.2)
Equation 4.2 does not strictly apply to conical noses. However the local forebody 
shape at the aft tapping station is closely approximated by a cylinder (figure 3.20) and 
the pressure distribution from equation 4.2 makes a useful comparison. Due to the 
rather coarse spacing of the pressure tappings it is quite hard to identify the angular 
location of the cross separation points. On the port side it appears that there is a small 
amount of pressure recovery after 90° followed by separation at around 110°. On the 
starboard side there is less evidence of any pressure recovery and the separation point 
would appear to be around 90°. After the pressure recovery peak on the port side there 
is a second peak at 135°. This is due to the suction induced under the port forebody 
vortex, which, at this angle of attack, is located close to the forebody. On the 
starboard side there is a very small peak at 255°. This presumably arises as a result 
of the much weaker starboard vortex, which is located in the high position, away from 
the forebody.
The pressure distribution given by equation 4.2 is based on inviscid, irrotational flow. 
In the real flow, viscous effects lead to boundary layer separation at around 90° from 
the windward generator, preventing full pressure recovery at the leeward generator. 
Note that, up to separation, especially on the port side, the agreement between the 
potential flow solution and the observed pressure distribution is quite good. The other 
feature, apart from the presence of separation, that distinguishes the real flow from 
the potential flow pressure distribution is asymmetry. The potential flow has exact
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lateral symmetry. The real flow pressure distribution is clearly asymmetric with a 
large increase in suction on the port side relative to the starboard.
Figure 4.21 compares the experimental pressure distribution shown in figure 4.20 with 
a pressure distribution around a cone at 35° angle of attack, at a roll angle giving 
maximum side force and for fully laminar separation54. Ignoring the difference in 
magnitude at the windward attachment line, the similarity of the data is remarkably 
good, suggesting similar boundary layer conditions at separation and a similar degree 
of vortex asymmetry. Smoke flow visualisation on the present model suggest that the 
forebody crossflow boundary layers are indeed laminar at separation. This has 
important consequences for the side-force-with-incidence characteristic for the 
forebody and will be discussed further with relation to test Reynolds number in 
Section 4.7.2.
Pressure distributions at an angle of attack of 40* for all three tapping stations are 
shown in figure 4.22. For conical flow conditions these pressure distributions should 
be similar®. The flow is only approximately conical in the present tests because,
a) The forebody profile is an ogive, and not a straight-sided cone, and
b) The physical presence of slots part way along the forebody introduces a 
localised effect on the crossflow boundary layer.
Note that the forward tapping station cross section includes the blowing slots. The 
cross sections at the mid and aft stations are circular and continuous. This may explain 
why the pressure distribution at the forward station shows a marked difference to the 
distributions at the mid and aft stations.
Each of the three pressure distributions shows a greater suction on the port side 
relative to the starboard. This difference increases the further aft the tapping station, 
suggesting that the vortex asymmetry is increasing as the flowfield develops in a 
streamwise sense. This is a departure from what would be expected from a conical
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flow analysis.
Pressure distributions around the perspex nose cone at a range of angles of attack are 
presented in figure 4.23. At 20°, the pressure distribution is laterally symmetric with 
very little evidence of crossflow separation. This corresponds to a very weak, 
symmetric forebody vortex pattern and zero side force. At 40° the pressure distribution 
shows evidence of separation and there is a large increase in suction on the port side. 
At 50° the suction peak moves to the starboard side and finally, at 80° the pressure 
distribution returns to being laterally symmetric, with the crossflow separation points 
located at approximately 75° from the windward generator. The absence of any peaks 
in the time averaged pressure distribution after separation at 80° angle of attack 
suggests that coherent vortical structures are no longer present and that there is 
unsteady vortex shedding in the lee of the forebody.
Smoke and laser light sheet flow visualisation shows that a suction peak on the port 
side of the forebody corresponds to a port side low, starboard side high vortex 
arrangement, and vice versa. At around 45° angle of attack the vortex asymmetry 
changes from port side low, starboard side high to port side high, starboard side low. 
This change over is, however, not instantaneous. Rather, as the angle of attack 
increases, the original asymmetric vortex arrangement becomes more and more 
unsteady, with the vortex pair occasionally jumping to its mirror image state, then 
back to its original state. As the angle of attack increases further the vortex pan- 
tended to remain in the mirror image state for longer periods of time and eventually, 
at higher angles of attack, remained there permanently. The two or three degrees of 
angle range over which the handedness of the vortex asymmetry changed was marked 
by quite severe yaw oscillation of the model, presumably driven by the unsteadiness 
of the forebody flowfield.
Figure 4.24 shows the 40° and 50* pressure distributions plotted in polar form. At 40° 
the windward attachment line is rotated towards the starboard side, the peak suction 
is on the port side and side force is to port. At 50° the windward attachment line is 
rotated to port, the peak suction is on the starboard side and the side force is to
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starboard. These results suggest that some form of forebody crossflow circulation may 
responsible for the generation of out-of-plane side forces at high angles of attack. This 
concept is currently speculative, and will be discussed further in Section 4.4.4.
4.4 GENERIC COMBAT AIRCRAFT MODEL: BLOWN RESULTS
4.4.1 Longitudinal Forces and Moments
At blowing levels consistent with forebody flow control (e.g. C,—0.08) changes in 
the model normal force are small compared to the changes in yawing moment and side 
force. However at higher blowing rates (e.g 0.015) some trends begin to emerge in 
the normal force characteristic, figure 4.25, and it is useful to correlate them with the 
behaviour of the model flowfield.
The first point to note is that changes in forebody normal force due to blowing are 
small (as evidenced by blown forebody pressure distributions, see figure 4.32) and not 
sufficient to account for the observed changes in normal force. This means that 
changes in normal force are due to changes in the wing/LEX flowfield 
introduced through coupling with the forebody flowfield (see sections 4.3.2 and 
4.4.2). Comparing figure 4.25 with the rolling moment plot in figure 4.17, it can be 
seen that in the initial coupling region between a=20p and a =35°, the overall normal 
force is reduced. Thus the asymmetry produced in the LEX vortices by the forebody 
blowing leads to an average reduction in LEX vortex lift compared to the unblown 
case. Between an angle of attack of approximately 38° and 45° the normal force 
produced by the airframe is increased slightly due to blowing, i.e. the average LEX 
vortex lift is increased. However, the end of the forebody/LEX flowfield coupling 
region (a =45°) is marked by steep decrease in the blown normal force curve, due to 
the relatively abrupt decoupling of the flowfields at that angle of attack and an 
associated decrease in the LEX vortex lift. Above 60° angle of attack, blowing has 
little effect on the model normal force.
The blown pitching moment characteristic for the wind tunnel model is shown in
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figure 4.26. Generally, there is little change from the unblown characteristic, apart 
from between a =30° and a =50°. Blown pitching moments in this region can be 
attributed to changes in the wing normal force due to the flowfield coupling, recalling 
that changes in the forebody normal force due to blowing are small.
4.4 .2  Lateral Forces and Moments
The effect of a fixed level of blowing on the lateral forces and moments acting on the 
wind tunnel model is shown in figure 4.27. Note that a relatively low blowing 
momentum coefficient of 0.008 produces a very large change in the yawing moment 
characteristic. This is fundamental to the success of tangential forebody blowing as 
a high angle of attack yaw control device.
An interesting feature of the data is the dip in the yawing moment response at 20° 
angle of attack. This reversal in the general trend of increasing yawing moment with 
angle of attack is initiated at the beginning of the region of forebody/LEX flowfield 
coupling and is accompanied by a rolling moment excursion. The side force 
characteristic in the coupling region does not show the same behaviour as the yawing 
moment. This suggests that the dip in the yawing moment response is associated with 
a large aft shift in the lateral centre of pressure caused by the interaction of the LEX 
vortices with the forebody flowfield.
Figure 4.28 shows flow visualisation of the starboard wing flowfield at an angle of 
attack of 30°. The smoke probe is located just below the wing at the apex of the LEX. 
This ensures smoke is convected directly in to the core of the LEX vortex. With no 
blowing, figure 4.28a, the starboard LEX vortex burst (evidenced by rapid spreading 
of the vortex core) occurs about half way along the length of the LEX. When blowing 
is applied to the port slot (C„=0.005), figure 4.28b, the starboard LEX vortex burst 
point moves downstream, locating just aft of the wing crank. A further increase of 
blowing to C„=0.010, figure 4.28c, moves the burst point even further aft and causes 
the track of the vortex to swing out towards the starboard wing tip. Flow visualisation 
of the port wing flowfield shows that as port side blowing is applied, the burst point
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of the port LEX vortex moves forward, and at CM of 0.010, reaches the apex of the 
LEX. Blowing on the starboard side has the opposite effect on LEX vortex burst point 
movement.
Figure 4.29 shows flow visualisation of both port and starboard LEX vortices at 40* 
angle of attack and port side blowing. In this case the smoke probe is located on the 
fuselage centreline so that both LEX vortices are seeded. Unfortunately this means 
that it is not possible to get smoke into the core of the vortices, and it is quite hard 
to identify a clear burst position. Indeed, careful observation of the seeded vortices 
shows that the cores are completely clear, with the smoke remaining in the turns of 
the vortex just outside the core. Interpretation of figure 4.29 is also made difficult by 
the oblique view. However the asymmetry of the LEX vortices and their interaction 
with the burst wing leading edge vortices is apparent.
Figure 4.30 shows a sketch of the estimated lateral side force distribution along the 
model deduced from flow visualisation studies and forebody pressure distributions at 
around 25° angle of attack. Notice that the increase in suction on the blown side of 
the forebody is opposed by the increase in suction on the unblown side of the fuselage 
in the vicinity of the LEX. Thus the yawing moment due to blowing at angles of 
attack where forebody/wing flowfield coupling occurs may be of either sign, 
depending on the relative magnitudes of the lateral pressures on the forebody and 
fuselage. This provides a explanation for the yawing moment dip seen at around 25° 
angle of attack in figure 4.274. Note that the asymmetry in LEX suction due to 
asymmetric burst location also explains the observed blown rolling moments.
The relatively complex interaction between the forebody and LEX flowfields described 
above is likely to be very sensitive to aircraft geometry, in particular the location of 
the LEX relative to the fuselage and forebody. For example by placing the LEX 
higher up on the fuselage the side area available to generate forces from the 
differential pressure associated with a longitudinal asymmetry in the LEX vortex burst 
points will be reduced. In this way the non-linear yawing moment response to blowing 
shown in figure 4.274 may be alleviated. Similarly, it may be possible to arrange the
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forebody/LEX geometry such that the blown roll coupling is removed, or enhanced 
in such a way that useful pro-turn rolling moments are produced.
Numerical/experimental studies on an F/A-18 configuration by Gee et al104 have shown 
a blown response of the burst locations of the LEX vortices similar to that reported 
here, figure 4.31. However it appears that the F/A-18 configuration does not produce 
the yawing moment non-linearity associated with the longitudinal asymmetry of the 
LEX vortex burst positions. This is probably due to the higher relative position of the 
LEX/wing on the F-18 and the increased amount of wing/fuselage blending.
4.4.3 Blown Pressure Distributions
Forebody pressure distributions at 40° angle of attack for a range of blowing levels 
are presented in figure 4.32. Blowing is from the starboard slot, located 90° from the 
windward generator. The unblown case (open squares) is the same as that discussed 
in Section 4.2.3.
The pressure distributions at the aft station will be considered first. With no blowing, 
there is a large suction peak on the port (unblown) side. As blowing is applied, the 
suction on the port side diminishes while the suction on the starboard (blown) side 
increases. At a blowing momentum of 0.0035 (open circles) the pressure distribution 
is a mirror image of the unblown distribution, implying a complete reversal of the 
original unblown vortex asymmetry.
The blown pressure response at the mid station is very similar to that at the aft 
station. At the forward station, however, the jet has a large impact on the pressure 
distribution on the blown side of the forebody. For blowing rates up to 0.0020 (filled 
circles), increasing blowing produces an enhanced suction ahead of the jet exit 
followed by a decrease in the suction downstream of the jet exit. The latter 
observation is counter to what would be expected from consideration of pressure 
distribution beneath a two-dimensional curved wall jet under quiescent conditions, (see 
figure 1.9). The reason for this is not clear. It may be that the pressure tappings are
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located downstream of a disturbance in the jet (indeed, the tappings themselves may 
be causing the disturbance) and the resulting split in the jet sheet causes a departure 
from the pressure distribution expected from two-dimensional conditions. 
Alternatively, the decrease in suction downstream of the jet exit may be due to intense 
streamline curvature (of opposite sign to the local surface curvature) in the entrained 
flow in this region.
The pressure distributions on the unblown side of the forebody at the forward tapping 
station show a well-behaved trend of decreasing peak suction with increasing blowing. 
Note, however, that the change in magnitude of the suction peak due to blowing at 
this station is much smaller than the change at the mid and aft stations.
Comparing the forward and aft station blown pressure distributions it is clear that the 
local side force due to blowing is greater at the aft station than it is at the forward 
station. Thus the largest side forces are not being produced at the point of application 
of the blowing, but some distance downstream of the slot. This has relevance to 
choice of slot location for optimum efficiency and will be discussed further in 
Section 4.6.2.
4.4.4 Model for Side Force Generation on Slender Bodies at Incidence
The generation of lift due to circulation around a wing is a well established concept, 
figure 4.33a. However the application of the circulation concept to the generation of 
side forces on slender bodies at incidence, figure 4.33b, is currently speculative. An 
argument sometimes used against the circulation concept for slender bodies is based 
on the application of Kelvin’s theorem to a closed contour which is convected from 
upstream to surround the configuration55. In the free stream ahead of the body, the 
circulation round a closed contour is zero. When this contour is convected 
downstream to surround a given crossflow plane of the body, the circulation around 
the contour remains constant. This means that the overall crossflow circulation about 
the configuration must be zero. However this does not mean that the circulation about 
the body has to be zero.
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A slender body at incidence may be compared to a swept forward wing that has been 
rotated through 90° such that it is vertical. Figure 4.34 shows the conventional bound 
and trailing vortex system associated with such a wing applied to a slender body. The 
circulation about any closed contour convected from upstream that surrounds the 
whole configuration, including the trailing vortex system, is zero. However, it is 
possible to choose a new contour around the body about which the circulation is 
non-zero. This is the basis of the concept of circulation about an aerofoil.
An aerofoil produces circulation through the restriction imposed on the flow by the 
Kutta condition at a sharp trailing edge. It is proposed that crossflow circulation about 
a slender body at incidence is produced by a steady asymmetric vortex arrangement.
The application of tangential slot blowing to a slender body also introduces 
circulation, but this time by direct momentum injection. By making a number of 
simplifications, it is possible to estimate the circulation induced by a given jet 
momentum. From this, the side force on the body can be calculated using the 
Kutta-Joukowski theory for lifting bodies. An example calculation of the estimated 
blown side force and yawing moment acting on the wind tunnel model is given in 
Appendix A. Calculation of circulation induced about the body cross section by the 
jet is greatly simplified by assuming that the jet velocity is equal to the slot exit 
velocity at all points, and that the jet separates 90° round from the slot. These 
assumptions allow the jet circulation to be calculated in terms of a spinning cylinder 
analogy. Assuming that the jet remains attached for one quarter of the circumferential 
distance round the forebody means that the equivalent spinning cylinder has a surface 
tangential velocity equal to one quarter of the jet exit velocity.
Through the principle of conservation of vorticity, any changes in circulation about 
a body must be accompanied by the shedding of a vortex of appropriate sign and 
magnitude into the surroundings. This gives rise to the familiar ‘starting’ and 
‘stopping* vortices in the wake behind a wing when the lift increases or decreases. 
Similarly, when the jet induced circulation about a cylinder changes due to a change 
in the jet blowing rate, an appropriate vortex must be shed into the wake. This is
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illustrated in water tank flow visualisation of the jet from the vacuum formed slot rig, 
figure 4.35. Figure 4.35a shows the jet under steady conditions with a jet exit velocity 
of 1 m/s. Figure 4.35b shows the jet approximately 0.1 s after the jet exit velocity has 
been increased to 2 m/s. Since the jet velocity has increased and the separation 
location remained approximately steady at 90° from the slot exit, the circulation about 
the slot rig must have increased. This clockwise (as viewed in figure 4.35) circulation 
increase is accompanied by the shedding of volume of fluid with anticlockwise 
circulation, figure 4.35c, which breaks away from the jet and exists as a vortex in the 
surroundings. This is equivalent to the ‘starting’ vortex from a wing, shed, for 
example, after a step increase in angle of attack.
A plot of the estimated yawing moment acting on the wind tunnel model due to 
jet-induced crossflow circulation combined with the free stream crossflow for a C, 
of 0.01 is shown in figure 4.36. Also shown is the equivalent experimental result. 
Note that for the experimental case a slot angular position of 130* from the windward 
generator has been chosen. This slot position is most efficient in the respect that it 
gives the largest control gain (though not necessarily the best control response, see 
section 4.6.1). The continuous line through the experimental data between 20° and 50* 
angle of attack represents the expected yawing moment response for no coupling 
between forebody and wing/LEX flowfields.
Considering the simplistic way in which the yawing moment due to jet-induced 
circulation is calculated, the fit with the experimental data is reasonable. At zero angle 
of attack, the free stream crossflow component is zero so the calculated yawing 
moment due to the jet circulation is zero. The experimental yawing moment is, 
however, finite. This is due to the relatively small surface suction beneath the jet on 
the blown side of the forebody which is ignored in the jet circulation model.
A key aspect of the jet circulation model is that the yawing moment available from 
a given amount of blowing increases with increasing free stream crossflow 
component, i.e. the yawing moment depends on si not. This sinot dependence is 
reflected quite well in the experimental data at angles of attack above 2 0 °.
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4.4.5 Yawing Moment Response to Varying Blowing Levels
Figure 4.37 shows the response to varying blowing momentum at fixed angles of 
attack. Generally, port side blowing produces a nose-to-port (negative) yawing 
moment and starboard side blowing produces a nose-to-starboard (positive) yawing 
moment. However, at low blowing rates, a control reversal appears that increases in 
magnitude as the angle of attack increases up to 70°, then disappears. This type of 
control reversal has been reported by a number of researchers105 for various different 
model geometries, slot locations and free stream Reynolds numbers, and would appear 
to be a fundamental characteristic of this type of control device. Figure 4.38 shows 
a typical control reversal experienced on an F/A-18 model the same size as the model 
used for the present work, but tested at twice the Reynolds number (cross-plotted from 
data from Ng et al106).
A conceptual model of the observed yaw control response is shown in figure 4.39. 
Figure 4.39a indicates the expected yawing moment due to the forebody crossflow 
circulation induced by the jet momentum. Figure 4.39b indicates the reversal which 
is superimposed on the jet circulation contribution. The control gain, i.e. the slope of 
the jet circulation yawing moment curve, increases with increasing angle of attack. 
This is consistent with the increasing forebody crossflow component with increasing 
angle of attack. The control reversal contribution also becomes larger with angle of 
attack, but does not occur in the periodic vortex shedding angle of attack range, 
suggesting that it is related to forebody vortex strength.
Figure 4.40 shows pressure distributions around the forebody during a blown control 
response with an initial reversal. With no blowing (open circles) there is a larger 
suction on the port side relative to the starboard side. When a small blowing rate of 
0.0003 is applied to the starboard side (filled circles) the suction peak on the port side 
increases further and the port side suction actually decreases. This results in a net side 
force acting towards the unblown side. When the blowing momentum is increased to 
0.0008 (open triangles) the pressure distribution finally changes in the desired sense 
and a net side force towards the blown side is generated. Further increases in blowing
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momentum beyond 0.0008 continue to increase the suction on the blown side and 
decrease the suction on the unblown side. At a blowing momentum of 0.0025 (open 
squares) both the blown and unblown side cross flow separation lines are relocated 
approximately 15° round (in a pilot’s view anticlockwise sense) from their unblown 
locations.
Wind tunnel tests alone do not suggest a fluid mechanism for the blown control 
reversal and at this point it is useful to refer to the wall jet fluid dynamics work.
4.5 WALL JET/FOREBODY FLOWFIELD INTERACTION
4.5.1 Flowfield Topology
In Section 4.2.1 the topology of a wall jet in quiescent conditions was discussed. In 
this Section a mechanism is proposed for the interaction between a wall jet and a 
forebody flowfield.
Wall jet and forebody crossflow boundary layer velocity profiles for two-dimensional 
flow are shown schematically in figure 4.41, ref 107. Note that the vorticity 
associated with the crossflow boundary layer is of opposite sign to the vorticity 
associated with the majority of the jet. Thus at low blowing rates, figure 4.41a, we 
should expect the vortex associated with the separation of the crossflow boundary 
layer to be weakened. At high blowing rates, figure 4.41b, we should expect a vortex 
of opposite sign to the original crossflow separation vortex. These predictions are 
based on a simple linear superposition of velocity profiles and do not take into account 
any movement of the separation point due to blowing, or three-dimensional effects.
At angles of attack less than 90° the forebody crossflow is not aligned with the 
direction of the jet and the jet flowfield becomes skewed in a downstream sense. This 
is shown by surface oil flows on the forebody of the model, figure 4.42. In this 
figure, the separation line associated with the vortex at the upwind edge of the jet is
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clearly marked. Surface flow behaviour at the downwind end of the slot is 
unfortunately masked by the presence of the tape used to seel the nose cone to the 
fuselage. Surface flow visualisation by Celik et al90, figure 4.43, shows the separation 
lines associated with the jet edge vortices at both the upwind and downwind ends of 
the slots. It is interesting to note that in this case the primary separation line on the 
forebody ahead of the slot is significantly curved. It appears that this is due to it being 
constrained to join up with the upwind end of the slot.
Three-dimensional behaviour of the jet is illustrated by water tank studies of slot 
blowing on an F/A-18 forebody by Ng8S, figure 4.44. These researchers make 
observations on possible flowfield interactions, but generally, the important 
three-dimensional nature of the wall jet flows are ignored.
A proposed schematic of the interaction between a wall jet and forebody flowfield 
based on work performed in the present research programme is shown in figure 4.45. 
A key feature of the flowfield interaction is that the jet edge vortex at the upwind end 
of the slot, hereafter called the upwind slot vortex, figure 4.45a, rotates in the same 
sense as the unblown side forebody vortex but in the opposite sense to the blown side 
forebody vortex, figure 4.45b. At a sufficiently high blowing rate, the blown side 
forebody vortex is suppressed and the upwind slot vortex combines with the unblown 
side forebody vortex, figure 4.45c.
The new vortex created by the combination of the upwind slot vortex and the unblown 
side forebody vortex has been observed during smoke flow visualisation experiments 
with the wind tunnel model. Figure 4.46 shows a video still of the view from the rear 
of the model with port side blowing. Smoke is introduced at the underside of the nose 
apex. Although the resolution of the image is relatively poor, the general form of the 
flowfield in the vicinity of the nose cone may be discerned. In particular, it is 
apparent that the vortex pair arrangement associated with the unblown case is replaced 
by single vortex. This vortex was observed to originate from the upwind end of the 
slot and contained vorticity of the opposite sign to the blown side forebody vortex. 
At 40° angle of attack the vortex lifted away form the body just downwind of the
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downstream end of the slot, and remained unburst until reaching the diffuser of the 
working section.
Figure 4.47 shows smoke/laser light sheet photographs from blown and unblown tests 
by Celik90 on the same model shown in figure 4.43. The upwind slot/unblown side 
forebody vortex may be discerned in the blown case.
4.5.2 Mechanism for Control Reversal
A possible mechanism for the yaw control reversal experienced by forebody slot 
blowing schemes is shown in figure 4.48. At low blowing rates, figure 4.48a, the 
interaction of the jet with forebody flowfield induces an asymmetric vortex 
arrangement in which the blown side vortex is in the high position and the unblown 
side vortex is in the low position. This leads to an increase in suction in the unblown 
side attached flow region, and thus a side force towards the unblown side. The 
displacement of the blown side forebody vortex away from the body at low blowing 
rates has been observed during smoke/laser light sheet experiments. However it is not 
clear exactly why this happens. It is believed that at low blowing rates, the crossflow 
velocity profile induced by the jet (see figure 4.41) is such that the blown side 
forebody vortex is weakened and displaced away from the body. To maintain 
equilibrium of the leeside forebody flowfield, the unblown side forebody vortex 
strengthens and moves closer to the body, producing the observed asymmetric vortex 
arrangement. Note that in the unblown case, it is generally recognised that in an 
asymmetric vortex arrangement, the vortex in the high position is usually strengthened 
compared to the vortex in the low position. This is the other way round to the 
situation proposed for the vortex asymmetry at the low blowing condition.
At high blowing rates, figure 4.48b, the situation is more straight forward. Here, the 
blown side forebody vortex is completely suppressed by the vorticity in the jet and the 
upwind slot vortex combines with the unblown side forebody vortex. This produces 
a large increase in suction in the blown side attached flow region, consistent with a
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large increase in circulation round the forebody, and a side force towards the blown 
side.
Thus, as blowing is applied, the forebody side force first acts towards the unblown 
side. Then, as the blowing level exceeds a given threshold, the side force switches to 
acting towards the blown side.
The above explanation of control reversal is relatively basic and ignores the effects 
of slot angular and longitudinal location. The way in which the yaw control response 
is affected by these parameters will be explored in the next section.
4.6 EFFECTS OF SLOT GEOMETRY AND LOCATION
4.6.1 Slot angular Position
Figure 4.49 shows the effect of slot angular position on the blown yawing response 
at 30, 50 and 70° angle of attack. The starboard blowing data was produced using a 
vacuum formed nose cone with a single, full length slot (jc=30 mm, t =240 mm), on 
the starboard side. Similarly the port blowing data was produced using a nose cone 
with a single slot on the port side. Different slot angular positions were achieved by 
rotating each of the nose cone assemblies relative to the fuselage. The data shown in 
figure 4.49 is complex since there are three effects at work. These are the effects of:
1 ) the physical disturbance created by the slot lip on the baseline flow 
asymmetry,
2 ) baseline asymmetry on the interaction between the wall jet and forebody 
flowfield, and
3) The angular location of the slot exit.
At 30° angle of attack the forebody vortices are weak and the physical asymmetry 
presented by the slot does not give rise to asymmetric baseline yawing moments. At 
50° the forebody vortices are strong and tend to form stable asymmetric arrangements.
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With the starboard slot at 30 or 50° from the windward generator, the baseline yawing 
moment is -0 . 1 , implying a high vortex on the slot side of the forebody and a low 
vortex on the smooth side. With the slot at 70, 90 or 110° the baseline yawing 
moment is +0.1, implying a reversal of the vortex arrangement. At a slot angle of 
130° (not shown in the figure) the vortex asymmetry reverses once again, going back 
to the original arrangement. Note that the baseline asymmetric yawing moments for 
the port slot are a mirror image of the corresponding starboard slot values. At an 
angle of attack of 70° the baseline yawing moments for different slot angles are 
essentially zero, consistent with periodic vortex shedding.
The effect of baseline flow conditions on the blown control response is summarised 
in figure 4.50. Where there is no steady vortex asymmetry present in the baseline 
flow, figures 4.50a and 4.50c, the yawing moment response with increasing blowing 
is relatively linear. When the baseline flow forms stable asymmetric vortex 
arrangements, figure 4.50b, the control response at low blowing rates may be highly 
non-linear. The shaded area in this figure represents an envelope within which the 
control response is likely to lie. The exact path the control response follows in this 
area is highly dependent on both the initial flow asymmetry and the slot position. At 
high blowing rates the effects of initial flowfield asymmetry are dominated by the jet 
flowfield effects and the control yawing moment becomes simply related to blowing 
level.
Figure 4.51 shows a simplified representation of the control response data for various 
slot angles at 50° angle of attack. For the slot at 30° from the windward generator the 
control response is relatively linear but the overall control gain is quite low. With the 
slot at 50° the gain increases but a small reversal develops at low blowing rates. With 
the slot at an angle of 70°, or greater, the sign of the baseline asymmetry reverses 
making direct comparison with the previous slot angles difficult. It would appear, 
however, that as the slot is located further round the forebody in the crossflow sense 
that both the control gain and the magnitude of the reversal increase. Note that the 
port and starboard slot models show similar responses.
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A simplified sketch of the control response data at 709 angle of attack is shown in 
figure 4.52. With the slot at 30° the control response is linear with low gain. 
Increasing the slot angle up to 90° increases the control gain, but unlike the 50° angle 
of attack data, no control reversal develops. At a slot angle of 110° the slot exit is 
located leeward of the crossflow separation line and a phenomenon referred to as slot 
stall occurs, figure 4.53. At low blowing rate, figure 4.53a, the jet has a small local 
influence on the separated unsteady flow in the lee of the forebody. This results in 
little change in the overall crossflow circulation and the net side force/yawing moment 
produced is small. At a higher blowing level, figure 4.43b, the increased jet 
entrainment leads to a small area of favourable pressure gradient in the vicinity of the 
slot. This, however, does not extend far enough upstream to influence the crossflow 
separation line and the resultant crossflow circulation increment remains small. At a 
sufficiently high blowing level, figure 4.43c, the favourable pressure region created 
by the jet extends far enough upstream to capture the blown side separation line. The 
blown side crossflow now experiences a favourable pressure gradient over a large 
extent of the leeside of the forebody and there is subsequently a large leeward shift 
in the separation line. This leads to a large step change in the crossflow circulation 
and corresponding step increase in the control yawing moment. With the blowing slot 
located at 130° from the windward generator, the increased distance of the crossflow 
separation line ahead of the slot exit requires a very high jet momentum before the 
blown side separation can be influenced. In the current tests a blowing momentum of 
0.014 was insufficient to "un-stall" the slot at this location.
Figure 4.54 shows the yawing moment produced from a fixed blowing level over an 
angle attack range of 0 to 90°, for different slot angles. This figure clearly 
demonstrates the increasing control power available as the slot angular location is 
moved increasingly leeward. If the slot is located too far leewards, however, the slot 
stall phenomenon is encountered. In this case, the favourable pressure gradient created 
by the jet is constant, but the adverse pressure gradient in the lee of the forebody is 
increasing with angle of attack. At a given angle of attack the jet is unable to maintain 
its influence over the blown side cross flow separation and the separation line rapidly 
returns to its unblown location. This results in a very large step decrease in the
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control yawing moment. As the slot angle is increased the angle of attack at which 
slot stall occurs decreases. Similarly, the lower the fixed level of blowing, the earlier 
slot stall is encountered.
The data in figure 4.54 suggests that slot stall does not occur for angles of attack less 
than 60°, whatever the slot angle. This means that the slot stall only occurs in the 
periodic vortex shedding angle of attack regime (60° to 90°). At angles of attack below 
60° some form of steady vortex equilibrium is established in the lee of the forebody. 
Thus where ever the slot is located, the jet will always be able to disturb the 
equilibrium condition to some extent and the almost complete lack of control response 
associated with slot stall does not occur.
Slot stall is usually accompanied with some form of hysteresis with blowing level or 
angle of attack, depending on how the stall is initiated. Figure 4.55 shows a typical 
hysteresis loop for the angle of attack initiated slot stall. Here the hysteresis is spread 
over 20° angle of attack. This figure also illustrates the region of forebody/LEX 
flowfield coupling between 20 and 45° angle of attack. The continuous line in this 
region is the expected yawing moment characteristic for an increasing crossflow 
component with increasing angle of attack.
The phenomenon of slot stall and control hysteresis has previously been observed on 
tests with delta wing leading edge blowing at the University of Bath26. In this study 
it was shown that crossflow boundary layer trips ahead of the slot could increase the 
angle of attack at which slot stall occurred. This suggests, as might be expected, that 
a turbulent crossflow boundary layer is better able to remain attached than the 
equivalent laminar boundary layer.
For full-scale application of TFB the forebody crossflow boundary layer will either 
be laminar or turbulent depending on the local diameter of the forebody and the angle 
of attack. In this sense it is not clear by how much the problem of slot stall would be 
reduced at larger scale.
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4.6.2 Effect o f Slot Longitudinal Position
Figure 4.56 shows the effect of slot longitudinal position on the blown control 
response. For these tests the nose cone with a single starboard slot was used. The slot 
was 120 mm long and located at 90° from the windward generator. From this data a 
number of useful deductions can be made:
1) For efficiency at low angles of attack the slot must be located as far forward 
on the forebody as possible.
2) At high angles of attack slot longitudinal position does not effect the control 
efficiency.
3) At angles of attack exhibiting baseline asymmetry, control reversal at low 
blowing rates is minimised by moving the slot aftwards on the forebody.
Point 1 above has been noted by many previous researchers. For efficient control it 
is advantageous to perturb the vortices at the nose apex where they are least strong. 
Disturbances introduced here are then amplified as the flowfield develops down the 
length of the forebody.
At high angles of attack, moving the slot forward increases the moment arm of the 
control side force but at the same time decreases the effective area of action of any 
differential pressures produced. It would appear that these two effects cancel each 
other out, point 2 .
4.6.3 Effect o f Slot Length
Figure 4.57 illustrates the effect of slot length on the blown control response. Note 
that the slot height was constant in the tests so increasing the slot length also increased 
the slot area. This data indicates that:
1) At low angles of attack increasing slot length does not increase the slot
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efficiency.
2) For efficient control at high angles of attack long slots are essential.
3) At angles of attack exhibiting baseline asymmetry, longer slots lead to a 
control reversal spread over a greater jet momentum range.
Point 1 suggests that at low angles of attack only the forward part of the slot is doing 
useful work. This is consistent with the observed effects of changing the slot 
longitudinal position at low angles of attack (section 4.6.2).
At angles of attack where periodic shedding occurs it is misleading to talk of vortex 
control; a more appropriate description is forebody flow control. At these angles of 
attack, long slots are essential for an efficient control. The reason for the increase in 
efficiency with slot length lies in the effect of slot length on the three-dimensional 
behaviour of curved wall jets (Section 4.2.2).
Point 3 above is probably an effect of changing the slot area, rather than changing the 
slot length. If CQ is used to collapse the data instead of C„ then correlation between 
the curves in the reversal region is much closer. This suggests that the control reversal 
mechanism is driven by the jet velocity ratio, rather than the square of the jet velocity 
ratio, though there is limited data to confirm this. Evaluation of scaling parameters 
for forebody slot blowing will be explored in more detail in Section 4.7.
4.7 SCALING PARAMETERS
4.7.1 Introduction
Aerodynamic scaling parameters are required such that the results from small scale, 
low speed wind tunnel tests can be used for the basis of the design of full scale 
aircraft. For a body inclined at a given angle to the free stream, the aerodynamic 
forces acting on the body linearly scale with the product of the free stream dynamic
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pressure, q, and a suitable reference area related to the size of the body, S. An 
aerodynamic force coefficient is thus defined by non-dimensionalising the actual body 
force by qS. Similarly a moment coefficient is defined by non-dimensionalising the 
aerodynamic moment by qSl, where / is a suitable reference length on the body.
For a moving surface control such as a rudder, the control input is 
non-dimensionalised by simply defining an angular displacement. The control yawing 
moment coefficient, CN, is then uniquely related to the control deflection.
With forebody blowing work the goal is to provide a non-dimensional jet parameter 
so that at any physical scale and free stream conditions, the change in yawing moment 
coefficient due to blowing is uniquely related to the jet parameter.
4.7.2 Free Stream Reynolds Number Effect, Unblown Data
Figure 4.58 shows yawing moment coefficient data measured at a range of free stream 
speeds corresponding to a Reynolds number range from 0.61X106 to 1.72X106 per 
metre. The correlation of this data is good indicating that the forebody flow is 
Reynolds number insensitive over the relatively limited range of free stream speeds 
tested. Smoke flow visualisation indicated that at angles of attack where forebody 
vortex asymmetry was present, the handedness of the asymmetry remained constant 
from a free stream speed of 30 m/s down to about 1 m/s. At lower speeds it appeared 
that the laminar crossflow boundary layer failed to transition after separation and 
existed as laminar free shear layer. The forebody vortex pair in this case was highly 
unsteady and continually shifted from one equilibrium position to another.
At full scale flight Reynolds numbers it is likely that crossflow separation will be 
laminar only for a small distance downstream from the nose apex. As the diameter of 
the body increases in the downstream sense the crossflow boundary layer will 
transition before separation and eventually become fully turbulent. The distance 
downstream of the nose at which transition takes place will be sensitive to both angle 
of sideslip and angle of attack. This adds additional degrees of freedom to the
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forebody vortex equilibrium condition and significantly increases the complexity of 
the flowfield.
A very thorough experimental investigation of the effects of Reynolds number on a 
slender body at incidence has been performed by Lamont108. An important conclusion 
from this work is that maximum out of plane side forces occur either at low Reynolds 
numbers, when the flow is fully laminar (as in the case of the present investigation) 
or at high Reynolds numbers, when the flow is fully turbulent. At in between 
Reynolds numbers, corresponding to an equal mixture of laminar and turbulent flow, 
the out of plane side forces reach a relatively unstable minimum. The problems of 
testing at these intermediate Reynolds numbers is highlighted by a series of 
experiments performed with various scale Saab Gripen models109. In these tests force 
and moment data taken at a range of Reynolds numbers showed very poor correlation 
and was often unrepeatable.
4.7.3 Evaluation of C, and CQ as Scaling Parameters
A comparison will now be made between the ability of either CQ or C„ to correlate 
blown yawing moment coefficient data taken under various conditions.
For fixed slot geometry (A/S = const) and incompressible flow (pj = p m) then the 
relationship between C„ and (C/)2 (and therefore Q ) is independent of the free-stream 
speed. This means that under these conditions C, or CQ will collapse CN data taken at 
different speeds to exactly the same degree.
Figure 4.59 shows yawing moment coefficient data taken at various free-stream speeds 
for fixed slot area and fixed values of C„ and CQ. In physical terms, each of the test 
runs shown in this figure are, to a first approximation, kinematically similar, i.e. the 
ratio of the jet velocity to free stream velocity (the jet velocity ratio) is the same in 
each case. Below 50° alpha the similarity of the data is very good. Above 50° at low 
free-stream speeds CN is generally lower than at high free stream speeds. Unblown CN
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data taken at different test speeds collapses equally well throughout the alpha regime, 
suggesting that the lack of correlation in the blown data is due to a jet Reynolds 
number effect, rather than a free-stream Reynolds number effect.
The assessment of the ability for CQ or C„ to collapse data taken at fixed speed but 
with varying slot area (Aj) requires some subtlety. Some researchers have changed the 
slot area by changing the slot length. From slot aspect ratio tests described in Section
4.7.2 it is clear that slot length has a fundamental effect on the attachment 
characteristic of the resulting wall jet and conclusions drawn from scaling 
investigations performed in this way are likely to be invalid. For the present set of 
tests the slot area was varied by changing the slot height, the slot length remaining 
fixed. This will not greatly effect the behaviour of the resulting wall jet as long as the 
slot aspect ratio remains high, e.g. greater than 50, and hlr remains small, e.g. less 
than 0.05.
There was some concern that changing the slot height would affect the baseline 
asymmetry of the forebody, and thus make interpretation of the results of the tests 
difficult. Placing a slot on a previously smooth forebody has a large effect on the 
baseline aerodynamics. However, changing the height of the slot once it is on the 
forebody, figure 4.60, has almost no effect on the baseline aerodynamics for the range 
of slot heights tested.
CN data at a fixed speed, but with different slot heights (and therefore different slot 
areas) is presented for constant CQ in figure 4.61. It is clear that CQ is a very poor 
parameter for collapsing CN taken with different slot areas.
The results of a similar set of tests at constant C„ are shown in figure 4.62. The 
similarity of the data is fair below 40° alpha, becoming less reliable at higher alpha, 
but still significantly better than the similarity produced by using CQ. The lack of 
similarity at high alpha may be due to an hlr effect or the effect of changing slot 
aspect ratio with slot height.
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4.8 FULL SCALE APPLICATION OF TANGENTIAL FOREBODY 
BLOWING
Successful application of TFB to full scale flight vehicles depends on keeping the mass 
flow requirements within typical engine bleed flow capacity. To this end it is essential 
to maximise the efficiency of the blowing control implementation in terms of the 
augmentation ratio, ka. It is also important to minimise the physical size of the slots 
for drag, weight and installation reasons. The drag penalty will probably require fully 
faired in slots that are opened up when required.
Since TFB becomes more efficient as alpha increases the most demanding flight 
regime is likely to be at lower alphas where the rudder power is diminished but the 
destabilising yawing moments from the natural forebody flow asymmetry are large. 
As an example, the mass flow and slot size requirement for a full scale aircraft of 
similar shape to the model used in the wind tunnel tests will be calculated.
Assume an aircraft with 40m2 wing area powered by two RB199 engines of 75 kgs1 
mass flow each and that a yawing moment coefficient of 0.08 is required at a  = 40° 
during a manoeuvre at 10 000 feet and 0.3M. From figure 4.27, the required C, is 
approximately 0.005. Assuming the jet exit velocity is just sonic ( VJV.  = 3.33, 
pjp<» =  0.634), the mass flow requirement is of the order of 3 kgs1 and a 2m long 
slot would be approximately 7mm wide. The bleed mass flow requirement of 2% of 
engine mass flow is significant but not excessive. For example the Pegasus engine in 
the Harrier is often run up to bleed levels of 10% of compressor mass flow. The slot 
size is workable but ideally the slot height should be smaller to minimise disturbance 
to the external flow.
Note that the above calculation is only approximate and for optimised slot geometry 
and location for a limited alpha range, the appropriate yawing moment could be 
generated with blowing levels perhaps an order of magnitude less.
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Figure 4.1 Laser Light Sheet Section Through Centre o f an Aspect Ratio 360 Jet 
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Figure 4.3 Sketch o f Transverse Laser Light Sheet Sections Through Wall Jet 
Shown In Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.4 Water Tank Flow Visualisation o f Jet Edge Vortices
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Figure 4.5 Three-Dimensional Sketch o f Wall Jet Flow from an Aspect Ratio 360 
Jet Developing Over a Wall o f 70 mm Radius
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Figure 4.6 Surface Oil Flow Pattern Made by Aspect Ratio 360 Jet Developing 
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a) AR = 360 
hlr = 0.0072 
Hr = 2.57
b) AR = 90 
hlr = 0.0140 
Hr = 1.28
c) AR = 22.5 
hlr = 0.0290 
Hlr = 0.64
Angular Distance from Slot Exit
Figure 4.9 Effect of Slot Aspect Ratio on Surface Oil Flow Pattern of a Jet 
Developing Over a Wall of Radius 70 mm
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a) r = 35 mm 
h/r = 0.01400 
Ur =  5.14
b) r = 70 mm 
hlr = 0.0071 
Ur = 2.57
c) r = 140 mm 
hlr = 0.0036 
Ur = 7.29
d) r = 280 mm 
hlr = 0.0018 
Ur = 0.64
Figure 4.10 Effect o f Wall Radius on Surface Oil Flow Pattern o f an Aspect Ratio 
360 Jet
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Figure 4.13 Summary o f the Effects of Slot Aspect Ratio and Wall Radius on the 
Surface Flow Characteristics of a Wall Jet
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Figure 4.17 Unblown Lateral Forces and Moments
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Figure 4.18 Unblown Asymmetric Vortex Formation at 50* Angle o f attack
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of Aft Station Forebody Pressure Distribution with 
Potential Flow Distribution Given By Equation 4.2
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Figure 4.21 Comparison o f Aft Station Forebody Pressure Distribution with
Pressure Distribution Round a Circular Cone after Fiddes, ref 89
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Figure 4.22 Forebody Pressure Distributions at Different Longitudinal Locations, 
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Figure 4.23 Aft Station Pressure Distributions for a Range o f Angles o f Attack, No 
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Figure 4.24 Link Between Asymmetric Pressure Distribution, Vortex Arrangement 
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Figure 4.27 Blown Lateral Forces I Moments 
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Burst Point
Figure 4.28 Effect o f Blowing on Unblown Side Lex Vortex Burst Position
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Figure 4.29 Smoke Flow Visualisation o f Port and Starboard LEX Vortices. Port 
Side Blowing, 40P angle o f attack
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Figure 4.30 Blown Side Force Distribution on Fuselage at Angles o f Attack where 
the Forebody and Wing!LEX Flowfields are Coupled
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Figure 4.31 Computed Effect o f Blowing on LEX Burst Locations fo r an F-18 
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Figure 4.34 Bound and Trailing Vortex System Applied to a Slender Body at 
Incidence
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Figure 4.36 Comparison o f Experiment with the Yawing Moment Predicted by a 
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Figure 4.38 Blown Control Response for Slot Blowing Test on 6% Scale F-18 
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Figure 4.41 Crossflow Velocity Profiles fo r Low and High Blowing Rates
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Figure 4.43 Surface Flow Visualisation o f Slot Blowing on a Slender Body at 
Incidence, after Celik, ref 90
Figure 4.44 Water Tank Flow Visualisation o f Slot Blowing on an F-18 Forebody, 
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Figure 4.45 Schematic o f Interaction
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Figure 4.47 Smoke/Laser Light Sheet Flow Visualisation Showing Strengthened 
Unblown Side Forebody Vortex Due To Blowing, after Celik, ref 90
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Figure 4.51 Sketch o f Blown Control Response fo r Different Slot Angles at 50* 
Angle o f attack
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Figure 4.52 Sketch o f Blown Control Response for Different Slot Angles at 701 
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Figure 4.54 Effect o f Slot Angle on Magnitude o f Yawing Moment Available From 
a Fixed Blowing Level
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5.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
5.1.1 Scope of Experiments
In the present study, the concept of aircraft yaw control by Tangential Forebody 
Blowing has been investigated experimentally. Three-dimensional behaviour of 
incompressible, curved wall jets under quiescent conditions was examined through 
flow visualisation experiments on a variable wall radius/slot aspect ratio test rig. Wind 
tunnel tests on a generic combat aircraft model fitted with blowing slots in the nose 
cone were performed statically at sub-scale Reynolds number and incompressible flow 
conditions. Angles of attack from 0° to 90° and a range of blowing levels were 
investigated. All tests were with the model at zero yaw angle.
5 .1.2 Curved Wall Jet Fluid Dynamics
For finite length blowing slots, the edges of a curved wall jet roll up into a pair of 
intense vortices. As the jet develops, these vortices grow in size and converge towards 
the jet centreline. Convergence of the edge vortices effectively limits the angular 
attachment capability of three-dimensional curved wall jets. The most important 
parameter for describing slot/wall geometry is Hr. This determines the degree of 
two-dimensionality for a particular slot installation. To achieve approximately 
two-dimensional flow values of Hr in excess of 10 are required. For most practical 
slot installations on aircraft forebodies Hr values are of the order of 3 and the 
resulting jet flow is expected to be highly three-dimensional.
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5.1.3 Generic Combat Aicraft Model: Baseline Aerodynamics
Rudder yaw control is acceptable up to 35° angle of attack. Beyond this destabilising 
yawing moments from forebody flowfield asymmetry are greater than stabilising 
moments available from maximum control deflection.
Two angle of attack break points are identified: defines the angle of attack at
which the forebody vortices become asymmetric and apv3 marks the angle of attack at 
which the forebody vortical flow becomes unsteady.
For the fineness ratio 4 tangent ogive nose cone used on the wind tunnel model 
(Xasym *  20° and Oi  ^ »  60°.
Out-of-plane forces on the forebody between < a < are due to steady 
asymmetric arrangement of the forebody vortices. It is speculated that this establishes 
circulation in the crossflow plane. The combination of circulation and the crossflow 
component of the free stream velocity generates a side force in accordance with the 
Kutta-Joukowski theory for lifting bodies. The majority of the side force comes from 
the attached flow on the windward side of the forebody. Asymmetric suction on the 
leeside of the forebody from the forebody vortices contributes little to the overall side 
force.
Over an angle of attack range dependent on aircraft geometry, the forebody and wing 
flowfields are coupled. Here, forebody flowfield asymmetry leads to asymmetric 
bursting of the LEX vortices and significant rolling moments may be generated.
5.1.4 Forebody Flow Control
Tangential forebody blowing utilises the unique attachment and entrainment properties 
of a curved wall jet to control the forebody flowfield. However, the vortices produced
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at the edges of the jet reduce the efficiency of the control and can interact 
unfavourably with the forebody flowfield.
For a given blowing rate, the magnitude of yawing moment available increases with 
angle of attack. This contrasts with decreasing rudder yaw control power.
For efficient yaw control in the region < a < ol^  it is most appropriate to 
perturb the forebody flowfield at the nose tip. This may be achieved by placing a 
short blowing slot as far forward as possible on the forebody. Control inputs are then 
amplified as the forebody vortices develop downstream.
When a > the term vortex control no longer applies. Here, longer slots are 
required. These slots may be placed further aft on the forebody without loss of 
efficiency.
Control schemes utilising nose tip perturbation devices such as actuated strakes can 
only work up to a = apv3. For flow control above this angle of attack, tangential 
forebody blowing appears to be the only viable approach.
The slot angle (0) is an important parameter. Increasing 0  increases the magnitude 
of yawing moment available from a given blowing rate. Increasing 0  too far, 
however, results in a high alpha slot stall which is characterised by a rapid step 
decrease in yawing moment and a hysteresis loop in the CN - a  history.
Tangential forebody blowing produces control yawing moments by modifying the 
forebody crossflow circulation. This is achieved in two ways, by:
1 ) modification of the forebody vortex equilibrium condition
2 ) direct angular momentum injection by the jet
Typically, at low blowing rates the side force is towards the unblown side. As the
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blowing level increases the jet momentum mechanism becomes dominant and the side 
force changes sign. This causes an undesirable control reversal.
Control reversal is dependent on slot geometry and location, and angle of attack. It 
does not occur for a  > apv3. For a < apvs it may be minimised by careful slot 
positioning.
At high blowing rates, control forces scale with the jet momentum coefficient. At low 
blowing rates during the control reversal region forces may scale better with the jet 
mass flow coefficient.
Mass flow requirements based on Cp scaling for full scale application are within 
reasonable engine bleed flow levels. However slot geometry and location optimisation 
is essential.
5.2  CONCLUSIONS
1) TFB can provide control yawing moments at up to, and beyond, 90° angle of 
attack. Other types of forebody flow control schemes, such as actuated strakes, 
can only provide yaw control up to around 60° angle of attack. This makes 
them less useful as a strategy for enhancing the manoeuvrability of combat 
aircraft.
2) Effective application of TFB requires careful choice of slot geometry and 
location. For efficient control between < a < apvJ short slots should be 
placed near the nose tip. For control above longer slots are required such 
that jet three-dimensional effects are reduced. These slots may be located aft 
of the radome without loss of efficiency.
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3) Control response is strongly influenced by the slot angular position. Increasing 
the slot angle increases the control gain at the expense of lowering the angle 
of attack at which slot stall occurs. A slot angle of 90° offers a sensible 
compromise.
4) Control reversal at low blowing rates is experienced between < a < a ^ .
This is linked to an unfavourable interaction between the upwind slot vortex 
and the blown side forebody vortex. Control reversal may be reduced by 
placing the slots further aft on the forebody or by reducing the slot angle. Both 





6.1.1 Angle o f Attack Extension
The current work tested a wind tunnel model up to 90* angle of attack. There may, 
however, be advantages in increasing the working angle of attack range of a combat 
aircraft to in excess of 120°. This would extend the aircraft’s pointing cone into the 
rear hemisphere. Tangential Forebody Blowing, in principle, would be able to 
generate control moments up to the very high angles of attack required for this type 
of manoeuvre. Verification of this could be achieved with a relatively simple 
modification of the present high alpha rig.
6.1.2 Better Understanding of Control Reversal
The fluid mechanism underlying the control reversal at low blowing rates is currently 
not fully understood, in particular the interaction between the jet edge vortices and the 
blown side forebody vortex. Careful flow visualisation experiments using a smoke and 
laser light sheet technique should show what is happening under these flow conditions. 
This will probably require a specially designed nose cone made from a material that 
will not melt from the heat of the smoke (as the current plastic nose cones do) and has 
special provision for smoke outlets built in to the surface.
6.1.3 Multiple Slots
The sensitivity of the blowing performance to slot angular position could be possibly 
be reduced and the control reversal problem alleviated by using multiple slots at 
different slot angles, as used on the NOTAR tail boom. Ideally each slot should be
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individually controlled. With the current nose cone design it would be relatively 
simple to add a second or third slot, although with a common plenum chamber 
individual control of the blowing from each slot could not be achieved.
6 .1 .4  Non-Circular Forebody Cross Section
One of the major simplifications of the current wind tunnel model is that the fuselage 
and forebody are of circular cross section. Real combat aircraft may have elliptical, 
triangular or chined cross sections. Low observable requirements also dictate cross 
sections which are far from circular.
Non circular cross sections introduce two changes. Firstly the cross flow separation 
characteristics of the body are altered. For chined type bodies this may effectively fix 
the separation line. Secondly, the wall profile for the Coanda jet is modified. For a 
profile with increasing curvature down stream of the jet this should enhance the jet 
attachment. Conversely, decreasing curvature will reduce the jet attachment. For 
chined bodies, very high local curvatures may make the application of wall jets 
inappropriate.
Figure 6 .1 shows two possible forebody shapes that could be tested using the vacuum 
formed construction technique. Note that in both these cases the effective squashing 
of the body provides increased separation between the forebody vortex cores and an 
increase in a ^ .  This has been demonstrated numerically by Fiddes59 using a vortex 
sheet model. Non-circular forebody shapes might also show less tendency for control 
reversal at low blowing rate.
6.2 LONG TERM
6.2.1 Dynamic Experiments 
The experiments in the current investigation were performed statically. A number of
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researchers, particulary Ericsson14, have shown the importance of dynamic effects on 
separated flows at incidence. For this reason some form of dynamic testing is 
desirable, with at least freedom in yaw and roll. Difficulties in building dynamic rigs 
and problems of inertia scaling make this a non-trivial problem.
6.2.2 Experiments at Larger Scale
The controversy over the appropriate scaling parameter to use for pneumatic forebody 
flow control devices has yet to be fully resolved. It is likely that either C, or CQ may 
be required depending on the particular flow interaction at hand. In particular, the 
fluid mechanism for the control reversal part of the yawing moment response appears 
to be driven by CQ whereas the ‘circulation control’ part of the response is CM driven.
A major limitation of the present work is the relatively low Reynolds number and free 
stream Mach number at which the tests were performed. This meant that the forebody 
crossflow separation was always laminar and jet Mach numbers for high blowing rates 
were well subsonic. At full scale, laminar separation is only to be expected towards 
the front of the forebody, followed by turbulent separation further aft. It is also likely 
that slots will be run at choked conditions to maximise the jet momentum for a given 
size of slot installation. These problems can only be addressed by testing a larger scale 
model at higher speeds.
6.2.3 Integration o f Lateral Control Devices
It is anticipated that combat aircraft in the next centuiy will achieve lateral control by 
a combination of techniques, including conventional moving surface controls, 
forebody/wing flow control and thrust vectoring. The use of thrust vectoring for yaw 
control at low angles of attack and forebody flow control for yaw control at high 
angles of attack means that the fin area can be substantially reduced110. This will 
provide significant reductions in drag and weight, and improve aircraft 
low-observability. A sketch of a possible future finless aircraft is shown in figure 6.2.
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a) Elliptical Cross section b) Diamond Cross Section
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Figure 6.2 Future Finless Combat Aircraft Concept Made Possible by the
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APPENDIX A
Crossflow Circulation Model for Calculation of Blown Yawing Moments 
A1 Overview
This appendix describes a simple model for the generation of side forces on a 
cylindrical body in crossflow due to the circulation induced by a tangential jet. The 
model is used to predict blown yawing moment coefficients acting on the wind tunnel 
model.
A2 Jet Induced Circulation
The circulation about a cylinder may be defined as the integral of the surface 
tangential velocity (strictly at the edge of the boundaiy layer) around the body cross 
section, equation A l.
For the purposes of determining jet induced circulation, a tangential jet may be 
represented by a given surface velocity distribution. Assuming a very simple jet in
separates from the surface at a given angle 0 ^  from the slot, figure A l, the 
circulation induced by the jet is given by
Note that there is a direct analogy between the circulation produced by the attachment 
of a jet on a cylinder to the circulation produced by spinning a cylinder. If a jet of 
constant velocity Vj remains attached to a cylinder for 7r/ 2  radians (i.e. one quarter of 
the way round the cylinder) the circulation produced is equivalent to spinning the 
cylinder at an angular velocity that gives a surface tangential velocity equal to one 
quarter of the jet velocity.
(Al)
which the velocity is at all points equal to the jet exit velocity and that the jet
(A2)
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Using the definition of the jet momentum coefficient (equation 3.13 with pj = p*), 




The side force (per unit length) due to this circulation coupled with a free stream 
crossflow component is given by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem for lifting bodies, 
equation A5
Converting this to coefficient form, the side force per unit length of slot on a 
cylindrical body is
Assuming an effective slot length of ( and a moment arm jc of the slot about a 
moment reference point, figure A2, the yawing moment coefficient due to blowing 
is given by
y = p Vm sina I \ (A5)
Substituting equation A4 into A5, leads to
y = P V j s m a (A6 )
CN = sina (A8 )
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i.e.
CN = const sina ^CT (A9)
A3 Calculation of Blown Yawing Moment for Wind Tunnel Model
The yawing moment produced by for a given jet momentum coefficient will be 
calculated using the following data
=  0.15 m2 
A^ = 6 xlti 5 m2 
x =  0.3 m
r = 0.025 m (average radius of forebody)
G*p = ?r/ 2  (90° round from slot exit) 
c =  0.3 m 
t  = 0.180 m
Note that the effective slot length is appreciably less than the geometric slot length 
due to contraction of the edges of the jet, figure A3. If the attached area of the jet is 
assumed to be elliptic then the ratio of the attached area (tt( t o  the ideal area 
(ir0sep) is 7r/4 . Thus as an approximation, the effective length of the slot may be 
estimated at 75% of the geometric length.
Substitution of the above numbers into equation A8  leads to
CN = 3.3 sina (A1°)
This is shown graphically in figure 4.36.
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wsep
Figure Al Simplified Representation o f Tangential Jet
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Figure A3 Reduction in Attached Flow Area o f Jet to Edge Contraction
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